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Visitation extended in residence halls Kurth to
By HERB BANKS
Staff Writer

A change has been made in
visitation hours for students
living in Murray State University residence halls.
A recent approval by the
University Board of Regents
allowed visiting rights to be
lengthened by two hours in all
residence halls, except White
Hall which will have around·
the·clock visitation as of noon
today.
Students who voted "yes" on
ballots at the beginning of the
semester and recently voted
again for extended vistation

Fears put to
rest for new
MSU minister

Extended Visitation Hours
.

~

Sundays .t hrough Thursdays

NoOn to Midn.ight

Fridays through Saturdays

Noon to 2 a.m.
Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

rights have finally gotten' their
wish.
Paula Hulick, director of
Murray State housing, said,
"The residence hall advisers
were willing to do another

survey because they knew what
the students wanted.
"Students also brought'
recommendations to the Board
of Regents for changes in visitation rights."

In 1984 Murray State set
hours of visitation at 5-7 p.m.,
and in 1988 changed that to
6-10 p.m.
"Homecomings and special
events were often special occasions to extend visiting hours in
the past," Hulick said.
The new extended hours are
noon to midnight. Sunday
through Thursday, and noon-2
a.m. on Friday and Saturday.
Don Robertson, associate vice
president of student affairs,
said, "The new change is long
overdue. We now have a
visiting program in place that

is in line with other Kentucky
colleges."
"This is a very good sign,"
Hulick said. "Everyone wins in
a situation like this."
Many new changes are taking
place in White Hall to adapt to
the new 24-hour visiting
program.
Chris Sugg, White Hall council president, said the council is
working with the hall director
to prepare new policies and to
make arrangements
eliminating problems that
might occur.
Please see HOURS
Page 13A

WHO ARE VA GOIN ' TO CALL?

By AMY HELM
Campus Life Editor

For Raponzil "Ra" Stockard,
being the black female minister
of the Wesley Foundation is not
anything unusual. In fact, she
knew as early as age 6 that she
wanted to become involved in
some kind of ministry, and was
not about to let anything stand
in her way.
"I think there are many peo·
ple who are sensitive about a
woman minister," Stockard
said. "However, when mostpeo·
ple are introduced to a woman
clergy-person, they get. over the
shock and begin to accept it."
Stockard replaced Davjd
Atkinson as campus minister
June 1 when he was given
another assignment. She also
serves as campus minister at
First Methodist Church in
Murray.
"In this community I haven't
·come across any resistance,"
Please see MINISTER

Photo by RON RUGGLES

Although this scene Is reminiscent of a 1950's science-fiction
film, the Murray State University campus has not been l nvad-

ed by aliens from Mars. Occupational and safety health
students simply teaming how to handle hazardous materials.

oversee
athletics

By KRISTIE HELMS
Editor In Chief

The Murray State
University Board of
Regents has restructured
some positions to better
monitor expenses, including putting the
athletic department
directly under the supervision of President Ronald J.
Kurth.
The Regents approved a
three-part plan calling for
the restructuring of some
positions and offices.
The new plan, proposed
by Kurth, moves supervision of the athletic department away from Don
Kassing, vice president of
university relations and
administrative services,
directly to Kurth. Athletic
Director Mike Strickland
will report to Kurth.
The restructuring also
calls for the budget and ac·
counting offices to combine, creating one financial office, and to have
University' internal
auditor AI Choate also
report directly to Kurth.
These three moves also
will help put the University on firmer financial
ground, Kurth sai9.
"We do not have a good,
solid financial center
presently," he said. "We
have not been able to provide the president with
trend analyses or to provide the president with a
quick response to where
Please see REGENTS
Page 13A
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Voter registration deadline lurks around corner
By LEIGH LANDINI

location and fill out an applica- and Indiana deadlines are Oct.
tion. The criteria for register- 5, the Illinois deadline is Oct.
Although the November elec- ing is the same in Missouri as 13, and the Missouri deadline is
tion may seem like a lifetime in Kentucky.
Oct. 14.
,
In Cape Girardeau County,
away, the deadline for voter
Students who are away from
registration is just around the Mo., persons may register at home on Nov. 3 may cast an
corner.
the clerk's office in Cape absentee ballot.
To register to vote, a person Girardeau, the courthouse in
Kentucky students should obmust be a citizen of the United Jackson, the Cape Public tain absentee ballots from their
States, at least 18 years old, Library or the Riverside home counties. Ballots are due
resident of the state in which he Regional Library. said Patti by 3 p.m. on Election Day, Stubor she is voting, resident of a Schlosser, deputy county clerk blefield said. A person must apprecinct for at least 30 days for Jackson County.
ply at least seven days before
In Illinois, deputy registrars the election.
before the election, and cannot
be a felon. In the case of a can help voters register, and
Missourians may pick up apfelony, a person may vote if his people may register when a plications in a county court
or her civil rights have been driver's license is issued or may clerk's office, or their parents
restored by an executive order. register in person at the cour- may do so. They then should fill
In Kentucky, a person must thouse, said John Taylor, coun- out the ballot, have it notarized
fill out a registration card and ty court clerk of Massac and· mail it back, Schlosser
provide the county court clerk's County.
said. The last day to request an
office with his name, sex, race,
For Indiana residents, voter application is the Wednesday
birthday, precinct, party affilia- registration may be done at the before the election, and comtion, street address and Social courthouse or volunteers who pleted ballots are due by 4 p.m.
Security number, said Marian- go door-to-door can help on Election Day.
·na Stubblefield, deputy county register voters, said Pam
In Indiana, absentee ballots
Daniels, county clerk for are due at noon, Nov. 2 at the
clerk for Calloway County.
For Missouri, a person must Vandenburg County.
Kathie Russell, a junior nursing major from Paducah, takes time out from shopping to go to the county court clerk's ofPlease see VOTE
Deadlines differ for the
r egi st er to vote in Calloway County for t he upcoming November elect ion.
fice or another registration various states. The Kentucky
Page 13A
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A CLOSER LOOK

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

As Kentucky celebrates its 200th birthday,
many cities are taking an opportunity to cele·
brate the state's traditions.
The celebration of Kentucky's heritage has
also led to the publishing of several Kentucky
trivia books filled with Interesting lnformantion
about our commonwealth.
For all you trivia buffs, The Murray State News
has devised a short quiz designed to challenge
your grasp on history.
Stories on Page 5A

Esuv Contest

Aspiring writers now have a chance
to showcase their talents.
In conjuction with this year's "Take
Back the Night" event, an essay contest will be held with a $100 prize for
first place.
The essay's topic should address
ending violence such as rape and other
forms of abuse of which women and
children are usually victims.
The winning essay will be announced
at the "Take Back the Night• program
Sept. 29 at 6 p.m. on Cutchin Field.
For more information. contact the
Women's Center in Ordway Hall.
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RHA slightly varies RAs not pennitted
housing regulations to work off-campus
By MICHELE CARLTON

By AMY GREWE
Assistant News Ed1tor

Moving away to college
does allow students certain freedoms, but those
living on campus still
have rules they must
.follow.
Although, the list of hall
:violations
has
not
changed, Resident Hall
:Adviser (RHA) Barbara
Pyer said the disciplinary
system within the housing
office has changed.
been
: "There have
Changes in the ways cases
)lre handled," she said.
: Dyer, a first- year graduate student from Bunola,
Pa., said RHA's now play
more of a role in handling hall violations and
they are now able to take
visitation privileges away
from residents.
Policy violations are always handled on an individual basis.
"Most upperclassmen
know the rules on visitation, so it's going to be a
little stricter on them,"
she said.
Renee Rowland, coordinator of resident services, said any time an
incident occurs the resident must speak to someone from the housing
office about it.
"We're trying to give
the student the opportunity
to speak with someone
about his concern," she
said. "You have to t reat
each case individually.
We don't make our
decision on which sanction will be imposed until
we meet the person.''
Dyer said there is a
limit on how long visitation can be taken away.

"Hall directors can only
take it away for up to five
weeks ," she said. "Any
longer than that would
have to go through housing."
Dyer said the resident
advisers' responsibilities
also have changed.
"Last year they could
write down specifically
what a student was violating," ahe said. "Now all
they can do is document
any instance and give it
to me and then I decide
what the appropriate action
should be. It takes some of
the pressure off of them."
Dyer said a resident
will get a couple of
chances before the case is
sent directly to the housing office.
"When a person is documented for the third time
it is automatically handed
to Renee (Rowland) and
she handles it ju dicially,''
Dyer said.
Rowland said she always wants to meet with
the resident and hear his
story about what happened.

"Through it all you have
to be fa ir," she said. "It's
hard for residents to meet
with who documented
them because they may see
them as being ou t to get
them. That's not the role
we're here to play. I view
it as an opportunity to help
students."
To also help keep the
number of visitation offenses down, Dyer said
Regents Hall now takes
identification cards from
male guests when they are
signed in.

News Editor

Resident advisors a r e
required not to hold another
job of any other nature on or
off-campus during their time
of employment, except during
vacations, according to the
Housing Resident Advisor
Contract.
Paula Hulick, director of
housing, said this agreement
will be altered because of
some conflicts with students
who have oth~r on-campus
employment.
"An addendum will be
applied to this agreement for
this year. We were not aware
that some students had
another job on campus," she
said.
Next year, students who are
RAs must comply with the
stipulations of the existing
contract and hold no other

outside employment, Hulick
said.
Don Robertson, associate
vice president of studen t
affairs, said the RA contracts
were devised so the RAs
would know what is expected
of them in their job.
"It's not unusual," he said.
"It's simply laying out the
parameters. "
Robertaon said much of the
confusion surrounding t h e
RA agreements could be
because the contracts were
not presented to the RAs until
school had been in session
for about two weeks.
Robertaon said the RA job
is demanding.
"We nee d the RA'a
primary focus to be on the RA
job, second only to academics," h e laid. "Therefore, you
limit outeide employment."

College Courts offers
activities to residents
By KELLY MENSER
Staff Writer

· When students think of housing on campus, they sometimes
exclude College Courts, thinking of the complex only as hous·
ing for married couples. In fact,
it is also home to several international, graduate and nontraditional students.
Such a mixture of cultures
and life.styles is part of the
reason for having various activities, said Debbie Morgette,
director of College Courts.
"The (two) resident advisers
have to focus on everyone," she
said.
This "everyone" includes the
children of College Courts
residents who sometimes.can be
overwhelmed with college life.

This semester, residence halls
have teamed up with the Col·
lege Courts planning council
for three projects that will help
both parents and children.
The two groups are in the process of compiling a baby-sitter
directory, made up of students
in dormitories who have ex·
pressed interest in baby-sitting.
Also planned are a tutoring pro·
gram and a type of Big
Brother/Big Sister program
where MSU students "adopt'' a
child.
For the international
students, an international
bazaar is being planned. It will
provide interaction between
residents and allow them to
share cultural facta about their
homelands.
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-----------------------------------POLICE BEAT
£·

r-------------------------------------------~ ~

Sept. 8
3:54 p.m. - Two vehicles were badly damaged in an
automobile accident at Stewart Stadium. One of the drivers
suffered a minor head injury but required no medical treatment. Both vehices were towed to Tabers Body Shop.
5:54 p.m. - Report of speeding vehicles in the area of
Valentine and Waldrop Drive. Murray police will work with
radar. One citation was issued by the Murray Police
Department.
Sept. 10
7:51 p.m. - Med-0-Vac helicopter came to stadium to
transport patient.
Sept. 11
12:54 a.m. - Non-resident refused to leave the lobby of
Woods Hall. Student agreed to leave when officer arrived.
2:35a.m. - Fire station pulled on third floor of Clark Hall.
Extinguisher discharged and thrown down stairwell. No fire.
4:28p.m.- Med-0-Vac helicopter arrived at stadium to
transport patient.
Sept. 12
7:58 a.m. - Report of possible ruptured watermain pipe at
Waldrop and Valentine Drives. System might have to be cut
off to repair. Repairs pending arrival of appropriate equip·
ment. Central Plant and Murray Water System checked it
out.
12:45 p.m.- Student in Franklin Hall reported theft. of personal property from his room. No forced entry.
1:01 p.m. -Main-entrance door glass broken in Franklin
Hall.
1:24 p.m. - Student reported theft of a stereo system from
his jeep while it was parked in front of Richmond Hall.

.•..
..

Sept. 13
1:02 a.m.- Noise complaint on 700 block of College Courts.
1:26 a.m. - MSU student ,(juvenile) charged with possession of alcoholic beverages by a minor. One quart of malt Ji.
quor and 47 cans of beer confiscated.
2:09 a.m. - Student apprehended after urinating on MSU
Public Safety police vehicle while parked behind offices. No
charges at this time.
Sept. 14
8:58 a.m. - Minor damage was sustained in an auto acci·
dent in Regents Hall parking lot. No injuries.
3:15p.m.- Student reported theft of sunglasses from her
desk in Wells Hall.
·
10:46 p.m. - Report of resident of Hester Hall having a
weapon. A starter pistol confiscated temporarily.
NOTE: Extreme caution must be taken when driving in the
College Courts area. Small children frequently wander out
into the streets. Drive slowly in this area. Numerous reports
have been received about speeding vehicles in this area.
Speeding tickets will cost about $100 in the Calloway County
District Court.

I~

I ·'

Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by Andrea Jones, staff writer, from materials available to the public
at the public safety office.
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MSU Alumni honored with awards
during Founder's Day ceremony
By JENNIFER MOORE
Assistant News Editor

Murray State University
celebrated the 70th anniversary of its founding Wednesday in Lovett Auditorium
and also used the event as an
opportunity to honor four
Murray State alumni with the
Golden Horseshoe award.
The Golden Horseshoe
award was established in 1986
by the Murray State University Alumni and Student
Alumni associations to acknowledge alumni who have
made ongoing contributions
and given support to the
University over the years.
Golden Horseshoe award
recipients this year were
Owen Billington of Murray,
Marilyn Reed Buch anon of
Gr and Rivers, LeRoy Offerman of Evansville, Ind., and
Tom my Walker of Brentwood, Tenn.
Billington, a 1936 graduate
with a bachelor's degree in
geography and math, is a
former member of the state

House of Representatives and
Senate where he worked to
initiate changes in higher
education. He is also a fonner
co-owner of the Murrc,y
Insurance Agency.
Buchanon, a 1992 distinguished alumnus, is a 1973
graduate who received a
bachelor's degree in business
education and was recently
appointed to the MSU Board of
Regents.
Offerman, a 1939 graduate
with a bachelor's degree in
music education, is a chartered underwriter/representative
with the New England
Company.
Walker, a 1947 graduate
with a bachelor's degree in
agriculture, is the retired
executive director of the
Tennessee Municipal Electric
Power Association.
President Ronald J. Kurth
spoke to the guests in Lovett
Auditorium about MSU's first
president, John Wesley Carr,
and how his vision made the
establishment
of this

Clip and save valuable
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Phoco by RON RUGGLES

President Ronald J. Kurth presented MSU alumni Owen BillIngton, Tommy Walker, LeRoy Offerman and Marilyn Reed
Buchanon with the Golden Horseshoe award at the Founders
Day ceremony held Wednesday at Lovett Auditorium.
University a r eality. In his called for, and through their
remarks, Kurth said that the service to this institu tion and
''recipients of t he Golden to their fellow cit izens th ey
Horses h oe
award ... are h av e helped t o bu ild the
supreme examples of th e ·'fa irer and better Kent u cky'
'noble service Dr. Carr that he dreamed of."

England, and is the former
dean of fine arts at the UniverWhile most students will sity of Texas-Austin. He has
relax and treat Sept. 25·26 as also served as the director of
just another weekend, honor programming for the Canadian
students from around the state Broadcasting Radio Network.
will meet at MSU for the Fall
Robert Valentine, a visiting
1992 Kentucky Honors guest artist at MSU, also will
Roundtable.
meet with honors students and
The topic for the event, "Com· directors. He serves as both vice
munication in the Global president of Medical Claims
Village: The Value of Unity Services of America and inand Diversity," complements terim director of the Mur·
the organization's goal, "to ray/Calloway County Comestab l ish communication munity Theatre. He is also
among Honors Program direc- directing The Nerd, a productors ... and students.''
tion of the Murray State
This year's agenda will theatre department
feature....pr.esentations. frDm _ Additionally, Vernon Gantt,
three associates of the universi- ... a Murray State professor, will
ty, as well as Peter Garvie, who address the group. He has been
will be the keynote speaker.
with the department of speech
Garvie is a distinguished pro- communication and theatre
fessor of theatre at the Univer- since 1973.
Stephen Jones, professor of
sity of Tennessee-Knoxville. He
earned both a bachelor's and a sociology, anthropology and
master's degree in English social work at MSU, also will
from Cambridge University in conduct a session.
Staff Writer

All sessions will be held in
the Barkley Room of the Curris
Center unless otherwise noted.
Sessions for Friday, Sept. 25,
include:
• 7 p.m.-"Staging The Nerd
by Robert Valentine.
• 8 p.m.-Performance of The
Nerd in Robert E. Johnson
Theatre of the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center.
• 10 p.m.-Post Show Discussion lead by Peter Garvie.
Breakfast wil1 be provided by
Racer Food Service at 8 a.m.,
Saturday, Sept. 26. Immediate·
ly following, Saturday's sessions wiJ.l .begin.:- ~hey include:~
• 9 a.m.-"Rap Music, Riot
and Religion: Styles of Communication in the AfricanAmerican Community" by
Stephen Jones.
• 10 a .m.-"Intercultural
Communication: Understanding Precedes Unity" by Vernon Gantt.

oRGANIZATIONS

NERD NITE

11

Group pictures will be taken
Sept. 21-24 from 3-10 p.m.
and Sept. 25 from 2:30- 5 p.m.
FOR MORE INFO-CALL 762·44951
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VISITS MUST BE USED BY TI-lE END
(F DECEMBER. l992

••

Entry blank must be picked up, completed and
deposited In the Nerd Box at the Johnson
Theatre at least one day prior to the chosen Nerd
Night. Contestants must arrive at the theatre by
7:30 p.m. Contest will begin at 7:50 p.m. and all
decisions of the Nerd ud ea will be final.

---~~-=-=-~=-=-=-=
Your Advertising Dollars With A Classifled In
7:'he ~z.LI 1 czy :E:;tcz.t:e zv-~s

~

YOUR NAME WILL BE ENTERED
IN A DRAWING TO RECEIVE
10 FREE VISITS

,,

WHEN: Sept. 25 and Oct. 2- NERD N/TE/1
WHERE: Johnaon Theatre
WHAT: Dress like a Nerd- Moat original
stereotype wlnsll
WHAT?: First prize for both Best male and
Beat female will be a gift certificate from
Terrapin Station
WHAT??: The Nerd winners will also take a
curtain call with the NERD cast on the night
of performancell

;;.-

TANNING SPECIAL F(R
THE MONTH OF SEPTEMBER
10 VISITS FOR $15.00 +TAX

BONUS: FOR EACH PACKAGE BOUGHT',

Be a " Nerd for a Night" as you Join the cast of
the Murray State University Theatre In Its
production of THE NERD

LAST DAY FOR
YEARBOOK CONTRACTS!!

~
~

,__ , o/I'JJ'£0 (jOLfJJ
.._.

• 11 a.m.-"Language as !den·
t ity: Notes of a Nomad" by
Peter Garvie.
• Noon-Lunch will be served
in the Thoroughbred Room.
• Noon-"Mistakes,
Misnomers, Misalliances: What
You Say is What You Get" by
Robert Valentine.
• 1:15 p.m.-Plenary Session
Discussion of Theme.
• 2 p.m.-Meetings. Students
will meet in the Barkley Room;
Faculty will meet in the Ten·
nessee Room.
• 3:15 p.m.-Plenary Session
Reports.
• 3:30 p.m.-Ac:ijournment.
Mark Malinauskas, director
of the Murray State Honora
Program, said he expects ap·
proximately 50-70 students and
directors to attend. During the
Roundtable, visiting students
will stay with members of the
host Honors Program, and
directors will stay at area
hotels.

ANNOUNCING

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-US AF

@'P

Honors Roundtable to proniote unity
By KELLY MENSER

Enter the Air Force
immediately after graduation -without waiting for the results of your
State Boards. You can earn great benefits as
an Air Force nurse officer. And if selected
during your senior year, you may qualify for a
five-month internship at a major Air Force
medical facility. To apply, you'll need an
overall 2.50 GPA. Serve your country while
you serve your career.

rrtie (jent{emen o
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VIEWPOINT
EDITORIAL

Extended visitation
rto bring in revenue
,

!

1

We applaud Murray State University's latest
effort to find much-needed solutions to offset a
l drastic cut.in state revenues. A recent decision by
the Murray State Board of Regents will not only
' act as a solution to low residence hall occupancy,
but will raise funds for the University without
trimming faculty and staff payrolls or increasing
student costs.
The Board, in its regular meeting on September
12, voted to extend the visitation hours in the
residence halls, thus giving on-campus students
something they have been wanting for a long
time.
The previous visitation hours, along with other
complaints about campus housing such as rising
costs, caused many students to move off campus
as soon as they r eached upperclassmen status
and no longer fell under the University's rule
stating that all underclassmen must live on
campus unless commuting from their parents'
home.
The Board also voted to grant White Hall
residents 24-hour visitation since it has been
converted to a co-ed residence h all offering
private rooms to upperclassmen . This move was
a step in the direction of the open visitation
policies that other schools have adopted and
shows that Housing officials t rust the students
living there. This will go a long way in keeping
students in the residence h alls during future
semesters.

Second jobs often pay
for students' education
Gw:r.ent.r.esident adviser contracts are not fair
to many of those they were written for.
Academics is the main reason students come to
college. To be able to pay for that education, many
resident advisers must have a second job, often
off-campus, which is forbidden by their contracts.
The Housing Office did not have its priorities set
straight when they drew up the contracts. The
primary emphasis is placed on the job, followed
by academics, when it should be the other way
around.
Any RA who has an off-campus job this
semester is being forced to choose between it and
their RA job. For those who need both jobs to get
by, they will now have to give up their RA job and
get another off-campus position or try·to get by
with what Housing pays them.
If Housing officials want to continue to get the
best students they can for RA positions, they will
have to learn to be more understanding of the
financial difficulties and needs of their workers.
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West Indies native
enjoys listening to
Kentucky accents
When I first came to
Murray State University, I
wanted to get my friends, :
who live all around t h e •
wor ld, postcards.
The
acron y m
M SU
sounded similar to "I miss
you," or at least like a native
I talian man saying it. But
then it can also sound like
the same man after one too
drinks, "Em mess

Labor= Day~losings ~set student
To the Editor:
I would just like to take
this opportunity to express my
anger about the way the
university treated the
students who remained on
canipus du ring Labor Day
weekend. Sure there were not
THAT many students on
campus, but a bunch of us
were here, and we were
treated like dirt.
A couple of my friends and
I live within an h our of the
campus so we could have
gone
home .
But,
unfortunately, we chose to
stay on campus. I could have
under stood shortening Carr

Health's h ours, but closing it
down
entirely
was
completely stupid. Many of
my friends and I would have
been over there every day if
we had been given the
chance. Why am I paying
this greatly exaggerated
activity fee to watch the four
walls of my dorm room?
Food services also gave us
the shaft. The least they could
have done was to leave Fast
Track OR the Stables open. I
have a declining balance
and didn't feel like spending
over $4 for dinner at
Winslow when I could and
did eat off campus for $2.

Murray State wonders why
everyone goes home on the
weekends. Well, just talk to
anyone who was here during
Labor Day weekend and
you'll find out why. I hope
that the paper prints this
gripe so that this catastrophe
doesn't happen again when
Fall Break rolls around.
Please Murray State, be
aware of and considerate of
those of us who choose to
remain on campus during
weekends.
Robert (Andy) Johnson
Junior physics major
Mayfiel d

Idle h u mor aside, the
language is one of the first
things that greets you in
Kentucky. After four years of
college in New York City, I
was pleasantly greeted with
"Hah, Hew R Yew?" Now
being from the West Indies,
my "I am fine, thanks,"
sounds like "Ah ahm fahn,
tanks." Melodic, but qu ite
flat I've been told.
To me, Kentucky accents
are incredibly rich in
cadence, and I enjoy
listening to that twangy
Southern sound. However,
when I mention that to a
Kentuckian, be assured that I
am told, "We hev an ecksentl Whe-el, what about yeore liddle biddy eck-sent
tool" Then we proceed to
compare notes on vowel
sounds. All in good fun of
course, for you IOQil ~ o~
how vast 1, the ~nglieh:
language retilly is.
One person's eraser is
another person's rubber, not
to be confused with galoshes
to another person and a
protective device to most.
It will be a cold day in the •
Caribbean before I can get the I
Kentucky sound just righ t. 1
But from my perspective, I
will end "Mah, it e-is ah
predy sound!"
Adele Todd is a graduate
student in graphic arts
technology from Trinidad and
Tobago, West Indies.

II

Viewpoint page welcomes all letters and comments!
I have always considered
myself a good listener, and I
want to try to apply that
characteristic, in a way, to
my position as Viewpoint
Editor at The Murray State
News this semester.
I want everyone on Murray
State's campus, whether
student, faculty or staff, to
feel he can openly express
his opinion on any subject
within the contents of the
Viewpoint page.

PATRICIA
CASH
Viewpoint
Editor

about it, write a letter to the
editor.
Letters to the editor are not
only for getting attention ,
If something on campus is. however. They can be used to
bothering you, and no one commend someone or some
will listen or do anything aspect of the University, .to

respond to previously printed
letters or commentaries, or to
offer thanks for help on some
special event.
Guest commentar ieE~ are
also always welcomed. These
are more in-depth at times
and can be either serious or
humorous . Opinions on
campus,
national
or
international issues can be
voiced within a commentary.
We live in a country wh ere
we are given the precious
privilege of being able to
express our views without the
fear ' of being punished or
killed
for
doing
so.

Thousands around the world
are not so lucky. I intend to
take full advantage of my
right to free speech. I invite
you to do the same.
To send a letter to 1 th e
editor, mail it to The Murray
State News, 2609 University
Station, Murray State
University, Murr ay, KY
42071, or drop it by the News
located in Room 111 Wilson
Hall by 2 p. m. on Mond ay.
Guest commentaries require
a picture, so these need to be
brought to the News, or a time
can be arranged for a
photographer to take one.

Lance Balmer
Kria Lawrence

Art8 & Entertainment editor

Dr. Ann L. Landini
Ad'riser

CAMPUS VIEWS
What dQ you think of the new residence hall visitation hours?
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"I like it because it gives us "I don't see why it isn't an "I don't see any problem with "It's a lot better than it was."
more freedom."
open policy with the security." it."
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Events tell
state story
BV ROBIN CARTER
Staff Writer

The year was 1792.
It had beenjust 17 years
since the Transylvania Land
Company hired Daniel Boone
to blaze a trail from the
Cumberland Gap to the
Kentucky River where the
company owned land for settlement. Already more than
73,000 people lived in the
newest state in the union.
Two hundred years later, the
people of Kentucky have
marked the state's bicentenni~
al with a year of celebrations
ranging from parades to festivals to quilt shows.
Many individual communities have had their own celebrations, said Cindy Sargent,
public relations branch manager for Kentucky's
Department of Travel
Development.
~any of the basic festivals
towns do every year will be
called bicentennial events this
year," Sargent said.
Paducah's Old Market Days
on Oct. 1 will be one of those,
although no special bicentennial events will be added to the
annual festival, said MeMe
W:aley, director of tourism in
Paducah. r ,
'OY:' .,.,
.1 >
Each countY will tie the temporary stage for Chautauqua
presentations.
carhe Chautauqua originated
inNewYorkin 1874 as a
means of providing Sunday

School teachers with more
training in theology and
Biblical history. The format, a
tent show with speakers,
quickly expanded into the
largest adult educational program in America," accor~ to
The Kentucky Bicentennial
Commission's Status Report of
Kentucky Bicentennial
Celebration Projects.
wrhe Kentuc,ky Humanities
Council has sponsored a
Chautauqua-style speakers'
bureau featuring solo performances portraying important
persons in Kentucky's history,"
according to the Bicentennial
Commission's Status Report.
"For example, Cassius M.
Clay might present a dialogue
on the court house steps.
Residents can then ask the
actor questions, and he will
remain in character," Sargent
said.
A bicentennial grant program was established to proVide Kentucky counties with
funds to establish or restore
historical sights, museums or
literature.
"These grants are matching
funds grants on a 2-to-1 ratio,"
said Bryan Wright, communi~
cations officer for the
Bicentennial Commission.
"For every two dollars the
county provides, we give an
additional dollar."
·
Appl'Oximately $1,015,408 in
grants has been provided for
over 151 projects in 86 COUII·
ties, Wright said.

l

LOOK AWAY
This statue on Murray's Court Square is one of many
historical markers In Calloway County.

The statue is a tribute to Confederate soldiers
In "love and rememberance." It was built In 1917.

Trivia mania
Book sets record sales
By HERB BANKS
Staff Writer

How much do you actually know about this state? Take this short quiz and learn more about Kentucky.
,

1.

What Kentuckian was President for a day?

2.

How many counties does Kentucky have?

3.

How many other states have MORE counties
than Kentucky?

4.

What is the capital of Kentucky?

5.

What geographic feature was created as a
result of the 1812 New Madrid Earthquake?

6. Two presidents were born in Kentucky. Who
were they? (Hint: only one was a u.s: president)
7.

True or False. The county in which Maker's
Mark Is distilled is "wet"?

8.

Paducah is · the hometown of a U.S. vice
president. Who Is he?
--Bonus: Who was president at that time and what
state was he from?

9. Who

was the only governor to be assassinated
in office?

1 0. How many years old Is the Fancy Farm
political picnic?

11.

What state farm product Is the biggest money
producer?
'

12.

Col. Sanders is best known for Kentucky
Fried Chicken, but what was his job before he hit
fame?
Answers:
1. David Atchison was president for a day
between the terms of James K. Polk and
Zachary Taylor.
2. 120
3. Two: Texas with 254 and Georgia with

To commemerate Kentucky's
bicentinnial celebration this year The
Kentucky Encyclopedia was published this
summer and went into a second printing in
August.
The Kentucky Encyclopedia takes an
extensive look at the Commonwealth
featuring more than 2,500 entries from 500
authors, civic leaders, historians, journalists j
as well as others.
James Hammack, a history professor
at Murray State UniverSity, said this book is
of great importance to the state since there
was no other book like this before The
Kentucky Encyclopedia was published.
As a regular encyclopedia, the
Kentucky version is to be a most valuable tool
to both teachers and student• alike. An
affordable price of $35 was decided by the
Commission to ensure the book could be
purchased by almost everybody. The book first
made its debute on June 1, 1992 and sold more
than 12, 000 copies in 25 days.
Education, art, poetry and literature,
medicine, political history, geology and
geography, religion, sports and recreation,
economics, engineering and architecture,
tourism, folk culture, military history,
transportation, pre-historic Colonial
Kentucky, biology and ethnic groups are the
themes and sections one will find in the

Kentucky Encyclopedia.
The Kentucky Encyclopedia has

received much support from many people,
foundations and University of Kentucky and
159
Morehead State University.
4. Frankfort
Staying on Kentucky's technology
5. Reelfoot Lake, located south of Fulton in
reputation, to help others receive the work, the
Tennessee.
Ken~ucky Encyclope<;lia will be available on
CD ROM.
6. Abe Lincoln 1860-1865, U.S. president
Murray State University students who
and Jefferson Davis, Confederacy
are
interested
in reading about Kentucky's
president
history
in
The
Kentucky
Encyclopedia can do
7. False
so in the Pogue and Waterfield libraries.
8. Alben Barkley. Harry Truman, Missouri
"We have a copy of the Kentucky
9. William Goebel
Encyclopedia here, but it is in the process of
10. 112
being cataloged to be put on the shelf in the
11. tobacco
reference room on desk collection,"Janet
12. Streetcar conductor, railroad fireman,
Brewer, reference librarian at Waterfield
said.
service center operator, insurance
''Focusing in on Kentucky is valuable
salesr}'lan, ferryboat operator and motel
because
of the bicentinnial, and this will help
manager
students complete their assignments;' Brewer
~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ said.
1\ r.loser look at isc;upc; in thP nr-\N'
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MSU phones new students
By AMY GREWE
Assistant News Editor

First-time Munay State
students who have questions about the University
will have a
chance to ask them Sept.
21-24 during a phonathon
geared toward students
new to the campus.
"It's more of an inquiry," Mike Young, administrative assistant of
Student Affairs, said.
"We want to know how
they &-e doing."
Young said if there is
anything the Student Atairs office can do to help
they want to know about
it.
"That is the underlying
factor," he said. "We
want to help studenta with
any problems they might
be having."
He said Student Ambassadors, Student Al-

good indication of a returning student."
Young said they will be
asking students such
questions as how .their
first weeks have been, if
they have any questions,
if they are involved in
any activities, and about
any of their positive experiences.
Linda Moore, development coordinator in the
office of development,
said they obtained a
script from Texas A&M,
who did a similar
survey, and modeled
Murray State's after that
school's.
"We met one afternoon
to decide what we wanted
to include and delete,"
she said.
'We took the script and
revised it and had a
training session for the
students," she said.
"They will also have a
response form to go by."

umni Association, Summer Orientation counselors and staff from
Student Affairs will be
working at the phonathon
from 7-10 p.m in Stewart
Stadium.
Young said having returning students work the
phonathon may help put
the first time students at
ease.
"I think new students
can appreciate that because older students can
relate to them and remember what it was like
when they were new
here," Young said.
Young said they are
taking a · business approach to the phonathon.
"It's an effort to make
the University personal.
Murray State has always
been thought of as
friendly and we want to
keep it that way," he said.
"A satisfied student is a

RSEC reaching financial goal
By JENNIFER MOORE

Ward said the remaining
funds will be solicited in McAs the academic semester is Cracken and Marshall
just beginning for students, counties.
faculty and staff at Murray
"These areas are places we
State University, the fund- haven't gone to raise money
raising deadline for the yet,'' he said.
Regional Special Events Center
A luncheon in Paducah this
is quickly coming to an end.
summer kicked off the final
Chuck Ward, executive direc· round of fund-raising. Some
tor for development and alumni $62,000 was pledged at that
affairs, said the fund-raising event.
campaign is currently only
Some of the largest donations
$350,000 short of its goal. came from McCracken County
There has already been corporations and businesses:
$1,645,000 pledged and receiv- the People's First Corp. pledged
ed for the RSEC as of Sept. 4. $25,000, Citizen's Bank and
Trust Co. pledged $15,000,
The RSEC goal is $2 million.
South Central Bell pledged
Ward said when the cam- $12,000, and Westvaco pledged
paign was announced in $10,000.
December 1990, a 2-year limit
Ward said most funds had
was set for reaching the goal.
been
solicited in rthe western
Also at that time, the Board of
Kentucky
area, starting in
Regents made the RSEC the
No. 1 priority for fund-raising Calloway County.
" We will contmue fund·
at Murray State.
•
Assistant News Editor
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Senate fills
- - Register to Vote Today
positions on
. -------------;
I
COUPON
judicial board
I Back-to-School
I
1
I

The Student Government
Association has elected new
officers to serve on the
University Center Board and
in the senate for this year.

l

1
1

Dale Wilson, a graduate
student from Farmington,
was elected as the nontraditional and commuter
students' representative for
UCB.
Senate positions that were
filled include publications
and literature, university
affairs and seven seats on
the judicial board.
The publications and literature chairman gathers information for the campus
planner and campus phone
book.
The university affairs
chairman does research for
SGA through opinion polls
and student surveys.
The judicial . board members deal with student parking and election appeals. The
members selected by the SGA
senate are a recommendation to MSU president
Ronald Kurth, who oruy must
approve them for these
positions.

Special
Mencan Bean Roll

No Llmlt $1.95
With Coupon
Expires Oct. 1. 1992
Ul' Chlc~o

~··
L-----·-1 Center
JCentral

MURRAY
LAUNDRY CENTER
WASHER
75¢

LAUNDRY
SERVICE
50¢ lb.

DRY-CLEANING
& ALTERATIONS
HOURS:
MONDAY - SATURDAY 7:30 a.m.-11 :30 p.m.
SUNDAY
9 a.m -11 p.m.

BEL-AIR CENTER

759-2570

raising in this area by making
contacts through the develop·
ment and alumni staff and
In other news, SGA will
soliciting gifts," Ward said.
hold elections for freshman
He said his staff focuses its senators on Sept. 24.
fund-raising efforts primarily
Voting booths will be in the
on businesses and alumni in Currie Center ballroom on
the western Kentucky area.
the second floor.
Ward said this is the biggest
and most successful fund raising project ever at Murray
State.
public ltv/Literature
"It's always difficult to raise
Mark Miller
money, but this past year we
had the best year ever (raising
UniVersity Affairs
money), '' he said. "We've had
Shannon Barnhill
very good alumni support.''
The RSEC, a $20-million
Judicial Board
building that will seat 8,000,
Mark Bates, Chairman
will host Racer basketball
J . Scott Mcintyre, Vice Chr.
games, concerts and other
Shane Black
cultural and entertainment
Matt Ram~ge
~~- Ward said he ts very op·
' oaVfa f%1%'
I•
tlin'istic that it will not only oe
Brian Denn~ng
an asset to Murray State, but
will pump money into the local
economy.
Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY
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Employee's film ,..---___:__
NEWSBRIEFS
to spotlight
_ _ _ _ _ __,
Curris Center
New members named to Board
By HERB BANKS
Staff Writer

Photo by RON RUGGLES

NEW CULTURE CENTER
Students visit the new multicultural resource center on the first floor of the Currls
Center. The new center offers students the opportunity to browse through
educational pamphlets and books on different cultures and see exhibits of cultural
art.

Residents not insured by MSU
By JENNIFER MOORE
• eludes any property damaged or
.;;;Ass.t....::.ist-=an....;t....;
N....;
ew_s_E-di:.:...to....;r--~-destroyed in any natural

What would you do if you
returned to your dorm late one
Sunday night after a relaxing
weekend at home to find that
the entire complex had been
burned to the ground while you
were gone?
After the panic had worn off,
where would you turn for reim·
oursement for your personal
belongings?
It would not be to MutTay
State University, said David
Blackburn, assistant housing
airector of operations. The
MSU Residence Hall Contract
states in Section 12 that the
'"U~iversify accepfi:t no respo~
eiblity tor losses or: damages to
residents' property.'1 This in·

disaster or fire.
Tom Denton, director of accounting and financial services,
said the only exceptions would
be if the University was at fault
or if a student's personal property was in the University's
possess~On 1

Denton said Murray State is
insured through the state risk
department, but the coverage is
for University-owned property
only. Students also can't buy insurance for personal property
from Murray State.

can consider their property
protected.
Alesia Gooch, secretary at
Farm Bureau Insurance in
Murray, said 10 percent of an
H0 -3 pol icy, a standard
homeowner's policy, is
automatically reimbursed to
the policy holder for damages
and losses to property away
from the home.
Peggy Prince, a staff assis·
tant at State Farm Insurance in
Paris, Tenn., said, "In Tennessee, if you have a
homeowner's policy with
replacement cost on content,
100 percent of the value of the
damaged ot1 Ji~stroy~d property
will be rt\l,w,b\ir~ea after the
deductible is paid."

When Bob Storm took the
job that put him in charge of
the plants in the Curris
Center, he had only one thing
in mind.
Growing up on a lOO~acre
farm, Storm learned to do
things the old fashioned way
by using basic methodology.
Storm has taken this idea of
doing all the work by hand
and put it to use in the Currie
Center.
He presently is working
on a film based on activities
in Curris.
The project began last
Christmas. It will feature
William F. Buckley Jr. in
the tree lounge, Robin Crowe
on world hunger, blood bank
drives, registration and
home-coming, and ending
with this year's Hanging of
the Green ceremony.
Storm said he is trying to
bring the outside of campus
life to the inside of Currie by
showing the past, present and
hopefully the future in hi!
film.
"The main purpose of the
film is to show how to
enhance the quality of
student life and the Murray
State University image
through horticulture and
maintenance of the Curris
Center," he said.
Storm and Wayne Harper,
will travel to Chicago next
spring to give a presentation
and s\low the film.
The Association of College
Unions International Convention's theme, will be
"Back to Basics." Storm said
Murray State fits in well
with this theme, especially as
the interior of the Currie
Center is considered a
laboratory.
"The living room of the
campus," as Storm calla it, is
a 140,000-square-foot b1-fijding that ~ hosts ove'r 4,0()0
,,
events each year.

Three new members of the Murray State University Foundation Board of Trustees will assume their responsibilities at
the trustees' Oct. 2 meeting.
Named to three·year terms on the board were George E.
Long ll of Benton, Steve Story of Mayfield and John A.
Thompson of Murray.
Long is a 1968 graduate of MSU and a partner in the law
firm of Long and Perry in Benton. Story is a 1969 graduate of
MSU and president of Liberty Bank and Trust Co. in
Mayfield. Thompson has served as dean of the College of '
l
Business and Public Affairs at MSU since 1985.
Leaving the board are Marilyn Reed Buchanon of Liv- :
ingston County, Wells Lovett of Oewnsboro, Virginia Slim:
mer of Murray and James A. Davis of Point Clear, Ala.
1

!

l

The Purchase Area Health Education Center (Purchase
AHEC) has announced the addition of another Continuing
Education Program designed to alleviate the nun;ing shor·
tage in this area. The course is designed to allow those LPNs
who have left the nursing field to return in a minimun
amount of time. It includes a 12-week at-home study course
and 80 hours of clinical experience under the guidance and '
supervision of a registered nurse. It is open to all LPNs in the ,
12-county Purchaae AHEC. These counties are Ballard,
Calloway, Carlisle, Crittenden, Fulton, Graves, Hickman, ~
Livingston, Lyon, Marshall, McCracken and Trigg.
Further information and course materials can be obtained
by contacting the Purchase AHEC at 502-444-8011 or by
writing Licensed Practical Nurse Refresher Course, Purchase Area Health Education Center, P.O. Box 7769,
Paducah, KY 42002-7769.

• FOR YOUR INFORMATION

'

• Meeting. The Academic Council will meet Thursday at 3:30 p.m. in
the Mississippi Room of Curns Center.
• Career Day. Health Services Career Day will be held 11 a.m. to 3
p.m., Thursday, Curris Center Ballroom. For more information call
Cooperative Education and Placement at 762-3735.
• PlctureMeetlng. MSU Young Democrats, 3:30p.m., Tuesday, third
floor Curris Center.
• Picture. Gamma Beta Phi, 8:30p.m., Thursday, th:rd floor Curris
Center.
• Picture. Student Alumni Association. 5:45p .m. Wednesday, third
floor Curns Center.
• Picture. The Murray State News, 6:45p.m. Wednesday, thrrd floor
Curris Center.
• Meeting. Omicron Delta Kappa membership committee, 9 p.m.
Thursday, Curris Center. Yearbook photo will be taken at 8:45p.m. on
the third floor of the center.
• Wealey Foundation. The Wesley Foundation will have a fellowship
meal and Bible study on Monday at 5 p.m., lunch on Wednesday from
11 :30 a.m.-1 p.m1 and worsf}ip services on Th'urdsay at noon and 9
p.m. Raponzil " Ra" Stockara invites the public,_to att~nd t~ese.events
I ~ at 1S15 Payne St. lo!O
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Delicious mckory-Smoked Bar-B-Q

·~·

Friday & Saturday
~J ...-..-.......~···
Night Buffet

Come see what we're all about I!

BBQ Ribs, Fish ,Chicken,
8t Country Ham

First meeting Is
Sept. 24 at 7 p.m. In the
Currls Center Cumberland Room

If you on{y

I
~

The place ain't fancy, but it sure is good foodl
- ·-·· __
.
_.

nee{ it pressec[, you nee{ us

New members are welcome!!
~j
Regular meetings will be every second ~
and fourth Thursday of each month
f

-~---·

Big B Cleaners

753-0045

806 Chesnut

t

I

T.J. 's Bar-B-Q
~~:

!

LPN refresher course

753-9525

Central Shopping Center
In front of Wal Mart

i....--· ----------.
A Big Thanks
to the
Brothers of

!RECYCLE...
: ~------------------

%

J

ITKA
for a great

PIG OUT
Love, the sisters of
Alpha Sigma Alpha

Honeymoon In
"e~

Pet

~13)
(Rl

Semataryii

He died to
take away your sins.
Not your mind.
You don't have to stop thinking when you walk
into an Episcopal Church. Come and join us
in an atmosphere where faith and thought exist
together in a spirit of fellowship.

Gull Ill BettyLoa'a

llmlwC

(PG13)

Health Services

Career Day
Where: Curris Center Ballroorlt
What: Employment Opportunities

Date: Tuesday, Sept. 22
Time: 11, a.m ... 3 p.m.

!

Discuss your employment future with representives from t
a cross section of medical centers I hospitals such as:
St. Joseph Hospital
Lexington, KY

HCA Greenview Hospital
Bowling Green, KY

Regional Medical Center
Madisonville, KY

Christian Health Center
H~pkinsville, KY

Department of MH/MR
Frankfort, KY

Memorial Hospital'
Carbondale, IL

VA Medical Center
Marion. IL

Jackson-Madison Co. Hospital
Jackson, TN

St. Anthony Medical Center
Louisville, KY

Nashville Memorial Hospital
Madison, TN

U.S. Air Force & U.S. Navy
Memphis, TN

Vanderbilt University Hospital
NashVille, TN

Purchase District Health Dept.
Paducah, KY

Northwest Counseling Center
Martin, TN

Area hospitals from:
St. John's Episcopal Church
.P
~ -.------......-:~
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'
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Benton, . Mayfield, Murray & Paducah

Sponsored by the office of Cooperative
Education and Placement
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PUS LIFE,
Classics take on 'trashy' novels
Prof~

prefer
'heavy' books
By ROB HART
Assistant Campus Life Editor

Why do we have to read what
we don't want to read when we
could be reading what we would
rather read?
Don't Tom Clancy and
Danielle Steele have more
relevance to my life than
Homer and Milton?
Have you ever asked yourself
or your humanities professor
these questions?
People make a mistake when
they think they should only
read acclaimed fiction and
established classics, said Betty
White, English instructor.
"Everybody needs escape,"
she said. "It's a great thing to
read escape. I just think you
should read good escape but not
trashy escape. Danielle Steele
is trash. Dick Francis is good
trash."
Bad trash, what White calls
thin, formulaic fiction, is a
waste of time.
"It's bad stuff, it's bad for the
psyche, it's bad for society," she
said. "The only thing you could
do with it is to put it out of
business by not buying it."
White puts some popular
romance novels under the
heading of bad trash.
"I know that Harlequins are
awful and college students
ought to be thoroughly ashamed of themselves for reading
Harlequin romances," .she 11aid.
"They're terrible trash. But the
romance genre, I'm sure, has
good stuff in it just like it has
Harlequin in it."
Students enter college with
very little knowledge of the
classics, or they were forced to
read something in high school
without the proper background

and instruction. Thus, they are
turned off by literature, White
said.
"I ask students in almost all
my classes what's the latest
book they've read that they
didn't have to read," White
said. "Half the students
haven't read a book at all or
can't remember the title. A
large portion have read
Stephen King or Daniel1e
Steele. That makes me want to
cry.
"They don't know the
classics, they have had very little experience t•eading
anything except contemporary
American prose and the effect
of that is to isolate them, limit
them, deprive them," she said.
"I couldn't feel more strongly
about that."
Charles Daughada.y, professor of English, said the
established classics have come
under attack in recent years for
being subjective reflections of
the reality they represent, and
the main attacker has been the
idea of multiculturalism.
"This kind of war is not new,''
Daughaday said. "In thl:l time
of Jonathan Swift there was a
battle between ancients and
moderns where the argument
was whether the then modern
writers were as good as or
should be read along with the
ancient \\Titers.
"I think this Js somet~ing
that historically goes through
changes," he said. "The pendulum swings from one side to
the other."
Rather than focus on the
assault on the classics, Daughaday said the focus should be put
on the age which denigrates
them, an age which owes

r.
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By JENNY WOHLLEB
Staff Writer

Reading for pleasure is
an activity many Murray
State students enjoy, but
many complain about how
hard it is to find time to
read.
Sports stories are
popular among men on
campus.
Brian Thomas, a junior
occupational safety and
health major from
Taylorsville, likes to read
sports stories.
The last book he read
was about Michael
Jordan.
"I usually read right
before I go to bed or •in the
afternoon when I have
time to kill," he said.
Another fan of sports
stories is Travis Turner, a ·
sophomore political
science major from
Murray.
The last book he read
was The Dave Drauecky
Story, about a oaseball
player who has cancer.
Friday Nights Under the
Light.-; was the last book
Willie Henson, a
freshman exercise science
majot:;_ from Louisville,

TIQUtTy.

•
rverything it is to the tradition
which preceded it.
There has always been a division between serious literature
and light reading, Daughaday
:-;aid.
''There has always been a
kind of literature that purports

,.
to be serious, that tries to deal
with the endearing problems of
human nature, and then there's
the type of literature that is
pretty frankly entertainment
and commercial," he said.
"In today's world, it's very
hard not to commercialize all

writing, just simply becaut'~e of
the difficulties involved in
interpretation.

''I don't see people with the
status of a Faulkner writing today and I'm not sure why that
is,·· he said.

Casual ~eader given choices in books
By AMY HELM
Campus Life Editor

Instead of loading down with
heavy textbooks when visiting
the Murray State University
!Bookstore, readers interested
in taking a break can find help
·n the racks against the wall.
More than 6,000 book titles
aimed at the pleasure reader
are available, bookstore
manager Bobby McDowell said.
"We feel we should have a
wide selection of these books
because they are purchased by
both students and professors,"
pe said. "Sometimes a professor
will choose to use one of the
popular books in class."
One of the advantages of using the campus bookstore is
that students can special-order
a book if it is not in stock.
"It usually takes about a
week to get the book in, and
there is no extra cost for this
service," McDowell said.
The book that is selling the
most copies right now is Iacocca, by Lee Iacocca, because
"students are having to read it
in one of their classes," he said.
McDowell said of the variety
of subjects, science fiction is the

certam arcus, we can request
most popular.
He attributes part of this to specific titles,'' said Kathy
Jean Lorrah, professor of Thweatt, book merchandiser at
English, who has written the University bookstore.
One area in which the
several science-fiction novels,
bookstore is trying to expand is
including Star Trek novels.
"We have all of her books at children's literature, because it
the bookstore," McDowell said. is becoming more popular.
Readers will flnd a con"It is hard to say what sells
and what doesn't," he said. siderable difference in the price
"We offer a selection of of hardback and paperback
Westerns, science fiction, books.
"The average price for a
romances, biographies, diet and
paperback book, although it
exercise and sports."
The books are arranged in varies according to the length
specific sections to make it easy of the book, is between
for the reader to find them. In $2.95-$4.95," McDowell said.
order to keep up with the "The average hardback book
changing trends in reader·ship, ranges from $19.95-$24.95. We
McDowell said he tries to keep sell quite a few hardbacks to in·
copies of books that have ap- struclors. We are starting to
peared on the New York Times stock more hardback bestsellers because there is often a
Best Sellers list.
"We try to keep about six year's delay. for the book to
copies of each book in stock, and come out in paperback."
As for placing books on the
since it only takes about a week
shelves
that are controversial
for an order to come in, we can
order more books if needed," he in content, McDowell said the
bookstore probably would not.
said.
"We try not to sell anything
The bookstore usually
receives books on a weekly that would be controversial as
far as content," he said. "We
basis.
"Our distributor in Paducah try not to carry offensive items,
selects books to send us, and if but a reader could request that
we see that we are lacking in we order it."

Best sellers at the MSU Bookstore ~~
Here is a listing of the current popular books sold at the bookstore.
o The Firm by John Grisham
o A Time to Kill by John Grisham
o The Duchess by Jude Deveraux
o Stardust and Shadows by Janelle Taylor
o Needful Things by Stephen King
o Sanctuary-Stsr Trek #61 by John Vornholt
o Ute's Little Instruction Book by H. Jackson Brown Jr.
• Uve and Lesm and Pass It On by H. Jackson Brown Jr.
o The T-Factor Diet by Martin Katahn
o The T-Factor Fat Gram Counter by Martin Katahn
Source: MSU BOOKSTORE

Graphic by AMY HELM

Photo by CHERI STUART

Jay Orazlne, a Junior music education major from
Paducah, examines the paperback fiction selection at
the Murray Wai-Mart. Many students enjoy these novels
because they provide an escape from required reading
material.

Amateur radio course
Anyone interested in earning a ham
radio license without having to learn
Morse code is now able to take a free
course beginning Sept. 29.
The class will meet 7-8:30 p.m. Tuesdays In room 237 of the Martha Layne
Collins Center for Industry and Technology Building.
The length of the class will depend on
the background of the student and
whether he chooses to team Morse
Code.
For further information, contact Wit·
liam Call, assistant professor of Engineering Technology at 762-6897.

0-A_S_IJ_C_E_O_F_I_.I_fE_,_,
Role playing games
Role playing games have caught on in popularity with Murray State students. Some students have been playing these games since
they were young children.
However, a new twist to the game was provided by Ken Whitman, a former MSU student,
who not only plays the games, but develops and
manufacturers them.
Between Whitman and various garners, the
.adventure gamP" "il' continue to pro. . per.
Story on Page 98
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or as~?"' for them as
presents,'' he said.
Kathy Tibbotts, a junior
advertising major from
Sydney, Australia, reads
books written by popular
authors such as Jackie
Collins and LaVryle
Spencer.
She also enjoys books
that are made into movies.
"Most of the time when I
read a book is when I'm
flying home or travell·
ing," Tibbotts said.
Sndhar Parameswaran.
a graduate student from
Madras, India, enjoys
novels by authors such as
Sidney Sheldon and Jeffrey Archer.
He usually finds time to
read in the evenings:
"I use the library here to
find books, but back home
I used to buy them," he
said.
Michelle Bradley, a
freshman advertising major from Booneville, Ind.,
said she has not had much
time to read since she has
been at school. However, if t
she is unable to sleep, she
will read.
"I like to read historical
romances," Bradley said.
Stacey Hawkins, a
freshman fashion merchandising major from
Mayfield, also likes
historical romances.
Finding time to read is
important to Hawkins.
"I make time to read
because it helps me
relax," she said.

Faculty showcase
Looking tor an escape from the daily
routine, yet wanting to stay on campus? If so, the MSU Music Department
has the perfect remedy.
The 1992 Faculty Showcase Scholarship Concert, featuring various
members ofthe music faculty, Is scheduled for 8 p.m., Tuesday in Farrell Recital Hall of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center.
Admission is by donation of $2 for
students with an ID and $5 tor adults.
Proceeds will be used for music scholarships.
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Job created from role playing
Students involved in
Dungeons, Dragons

By ROB HART
Assistant Campus Life Editor

When students think about
part time jobs or graduates consider career options, playing
games is one of the farthest
things from their minds. But
for some Murray State University students, graduates, and
former students, careers and
jobs revolve around games.
1Role playing or adventure gamling, that is.
I "We're going to try our best
:to stop using the name 'role
'playing' and use 'adventure
:gaming,"' said Ken Whitman,
;president of Whit Publications,
:me. in Murray. "People outside
:of our industry have a bad con'notation with role playing. It's
laust more positive to use adventure gaming."
Whit~an is a former MSU
'student and football player who
'founded and runs Whit Publications, a company that develops
•and manufactures games and
supplies.
After a knee injury ended his
athletic career, Whitman focused his energies on different pur·
suits and in 1988 founded Whit
Productions, Inc., which eventually became Whit
Publications.
"It started because I have a
.small case of dyslexia," Whitman said. "1 tried to write for
other companies and was turn·
ed down by pretty much
everybody so I decided I would
go ahead and start my own
company."
The company currently has
two product lines, Mutazoids, a
game about police officers in
the future after biological

By ROB HART
Asslstant Campus Life Editor

Role playing games first began to gain popularity with the
release of Dungeons and Dragons in the mid-'70s and playing
is a regular hobby for many Murray State students.
The themes of the games can vary wildly and include
futuristic, fantasy, historical and military settings. There is
commonly a referee, called a game master, who runs the
game and settles any disputes.
The traditional board is not used, but dice are used to represent the chance of success a player has of accomplishing a
specific task.
Ben Durbin, a sophomore English and computer science
major from Hopkinsville, who is vice president of the Murray
State University Gaming Association (MSUGA), said he has
been playing role playing games since he was 10 years old.
"It works on your creativity and your imagination because
there's no game board," he said. "The game takes place in
your imagination. What actually happens is up to the players
themselves."
Dave Shelton, a junior theater major from Rockport, Ind.,
has been playing the games for 10 years.
Shelton plays about three to five hours a week and his
favorite games are Advanced Dungeons and Dragons and
Vampire: The Masquerade.
Shelton estimates he has spent around $10,000 O!l role
playing games, but he thinks it has been worth it.
"They do it so you spend that much money," he said. "They
come out with more supplements that expand the game. It's
not like 1 go in and spend like $150. This is over a 10 year
period. Some people over 10 years spend way more than that
on beer."

l

catastrophe, and Wizards, a
game based on the Ralph
Bakshi movie of the same
name. A third game,
Manhunter, should be on the
market by Christmas.

Whit currently has
di s tributors in Canada,
England , Germany and
Australia. Whitman said the
company's products are also
available in Holland, Italy,

Greece and Spain.
"Our products haven't hit big
over there yet, but we're seeing
an increase every time we ship
there," Whitman said. "We see
an increase every time we ship
to anybody."
Whit plans to increase its
market to such countries as
Japan, Brazil, Finland and
Sweden.
Whitman wants to move
adventure games into more
mainstream markets instead of
primarily hobby stores and
eventually move his company
into book publishing, posters,
comics and possibly educational
materials.
"I think that adventure gaming could be used as a good
educational tool and if we could
fmd some way to make the
games so that teachers could
use them, we'd like to do that,"
he said.
Duane Maxwell, a graduate
of Murray State, works for
Whit as chief editor and product supervisor.
"I handle all of the editing
work," Maxwell said. "Not only
copy editing stuff, but sort of
the editorial direction.
Everything has to come
through me before it goes out to
make sure it's consistent with
our product line."
Chris Wilkey, a senior art
major from Louisville, worked
on the original Mutazoids game
and is currently working on R
supplement.
Wilkey placed more emphasis
on skills developed in working
with the games than in having
his name on the title page of
rulebooks and supplements.

Group to visit Germany
By BILL KAPETAN
Copy Editor

How'd you like a chance to meet the real Santa Claus?
That's what a group of Murray State University students
and instructors may have a chance to do in December when
they fly to Germany for an 18·day study-and-fun trip.
The German Saint Nikolaus is the direct ancestor of the
American Santa.
Led by MSU German professor Dieter Jedan, a native of
Germany, the group will leave Nashville Dec. 24, and will be
back in Murray in time for the start of the spring semester.
Students studying German will receive a semester's credit
for the work, which will focus on learning to speak the ~.
language.
Students will spend several three·hour sessions in a formal
classroom setting.
Enrollment is limited, so if anyone is interested, call Jedan
at 762-4522.
Cost is about $1,200, which includes $685 for everything
but the round-trip airline ticket, which now costs $510, but ~
will go up to over $1,000 on Oct. 1.
"Students will spend about 45 hours in class," Jedan said, .,
"and all participants are expected to speak only German. 1
throughout the trip."
The group will return to Murray Jan. 11 - after its
"Frohliche Weihnachten" (Merry Christmas) in Germany. '

,,

HWY. 641 S. - HAZEL RD.~ .
Home Phone

Business
753-9131

Max McCuiston
24 hr. Wrecker Service

753-4729

CONGRATULATIONS

PI KAPPA ALPHA
for another successful Pigout!

We had fun!

Love, the sisters of
ALPHA OMICRON PI

- -- - ---

--

-----------~

VIDEO
CASSETTE

STORE HOURS
Monday - Thursday

end

10 a.m.- 9 p.m.
Friday - Saturday
10 a.m. -10 p.m.
Sunday

NINTENDO
RENTALS

CEtn'RAL CENTER

noon- 8 p.m.

753-4883

(BESIDE KROGER)

®

LADIES,
Next to CBlllpus!

Are you bored because your man left you to Rush?

RENT A VIDEO OR NINTENDO GAME

1 0°/o Discount
I

with valid MSU ID
while placing order.

.-------------------------------------.u·
·------------------------------~
1/

HOURS: MONDAY - THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

970 CHESNUT ST.

6 a.m. - 10 p.m.
6 a.m. - 8 p.m.
7 a.m. - 8 p.m.

I

10 a.m.- 6 p.m.
753-7283

I

Not good with any other offer.
_________________________________________________________.
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Pre-fall stress, lack of money
may cause student allergies
substances that one's body is
sensitive to. These substances,
called allergens, enter the body
four ways - by inhaling pollen,
J
ingestion via foods and
beverages, injection such as by
insect stings, and contact with
plants, cosmetics and metals.
LJAsthma -Caused by
Mold Allergy "Although allergy symptoms
pollen or mold inhalants
Caused by molds - tiny
and cold symptoms are often
or by bacterial or viral inplants which commonly
similar, colds sometimes profections. Symptoms are
grow on foods, stuffed
duce more severe symptoms,
shortness of breath,
furniture, damp suras a sore throat and a
such
often with wheezing and
faces, etc. Hay fever-like
thick, cloudy drainage which
coughing, caused by the
symptoms are common
causes congestion," she said.
blockage of the small
results.
It is important to remember
bronchial tubes.
that while colds are contagious,
allergies are not.
Dust Allergy L:JHay Fever Duration of symptoms is also
Caused by house dust,
caused by common
different.
feathers, animal dander,
plants such as ragweed,
"Colds usually only last
etc. Symptoms Include
certain grasses and
seven to 10 days, whereas
recurring runny nose
certain trees. Symptoms
allergies can last as long as you
and itchy eyes.
include seasonal runny
are coming into contact with
nose, stuffiness, itchy
the allergen," Lyle said.
"
eyes.
It is also possible to suffer
from allergies and a cold or
other infection at the same
Graphic by: HEATHER BEGLEY time.
"With allergies, you can get
The climate in western Ken- certain grasses, dust, mold and an infection superimposed over
tucky tends to aggravate ragweed plague allergy suf- the allergy," Lyle said. "Often
a11ergies because of the humidi- ferers in the area.
times, it is hard to differentiate
ty The goldenrod, tree pollen,
Allergies are caused by between colds and allergies."

By LIBBY FIGG
Staff Writer

The first few weeks of school
are often stressful for many
students.
First you have to spend lots of
money on clothes and items for
your room or apartment, not to
mention books and tuition.
Then you go to class and get
h\t with a syllabus longer than
most children's Christmas wish

AROUND CAMPUS
Honors event scheduled
"Communication in the Global Village: The value of Unity '
and Diversity" will be the topic for the lOth annual Kentucky Honors Roundtable on Sept. 26-26 at MSU.
Presentations will be given by MSU professors Steve Jones,
associate professor of sociology, anthropology and social
work, and Vernon Gannt, professor of speech and communication and theater, and by visiting artist Robert
Valentine.
· The keynote speaker is Peter Garvie, a distinguished profeasor of theater at the University of Tennessee at Knoxville.
All sessions will be held in the Barkley Room of the Curris
Center.
Faculty planning to attend, and anyone else wanting more
information, should call 762-3166.

IMost Common Allergies
LJ

lis~.

l'fow imagine also having to
deal continuously with itchy,
watery eyes, a rash, a runny
nose and sneezing fits.
Some Murray State students
are stuck with these problems,
because fall, a peak season for
allergies, is nearly here.
Judy Lyle, a registered nurse
who works for Murray State
University Student Health Services, said many students have
already been to the clinic
because of allergies.
"This time of year a lot of the
symptoms that we are seeing
are related to the pollutants in
the air," she said. "Because it is
more humid now and the
allergens are being held down,
you can get them up into your
sinuses easier."

'

Special services
'

The Lake-Land Apostolic Church will hold a special service
tonight at 7.
Featured will be the Billy Thompson family, evangelists
and singers known as the "Faith Travelers."
The group is from Corinth, Miss.
For more information call 769·1602.

Ll
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"When I get older I plan to
build a fence in my back yard
out of rocks and place the rocks
I've collec,ted on top and tell my
grandchildren the story behind
them," Bratschi said.
Linda Robison, a junior
business administration major
from Union County, collects
teddy bears.
"I've been collecting them for
fow· years," she said. "When
we remodeled my room at home
I started looking at patterns
o.nd I liked the bears. That's
when I started collecting
things."

Staff Writer

What do rocks, teddy bears,
penguins,
photographs and
comic books have in common?
They are things that Murray
State students enjoy collecting.
Chad Bratschi, a senior
bOCiology major from Erin,
Tenn., collects rocks.
He began his collection when
his pen pal from Australia sent
him rocks from Stonehenge, the
Great Pyramids of Egypt and
the Great Wall of China.

Robison has many items in
her collection such as stuffed
bears and porcelain bears, as
rell as prints of bears.
M i k e C a r r i g 1i t t o , a
sophomore creative writing rnajor from Memphis, has been collecting comic books since he
was 12.
"I didn't like the idea of col·
, lecting comic books when I first
started," Carriglitto said, "but
all my friends were collecting
comic books and it cut the
boredom. After a while it
became like an addiction."
Johannie Resto, a junior

If it's a sandwich, we have it!
THE

"'m1M1&~ ooo@

Workshop offered
Murray State University is sponsoring a free workshop for
adults interested in enrolling or returning to college. The
program will be from 6-9 p.m. Oct. 19 in the Curris Center
small ballroom.
Reservations are requu-ed.
For more information or to make reservations call
762-4160.

New Year's Eve in Paris

MSU students collect special ila11s
By JENNY WOHLLEB

business nuijor from Carolina,
Puerto Rico, collects
photographs. She said she
began her collection a year ago.
"I love looking at them," she
said. "They're people pictures;
pictures of friends and of myself
so I can see how I am
changing."
Snooky Davis, a sophomore
pre-veterinary major from
Clarksville, Tenn., has been
collecting penguins since she
was in seventh or eighth grade.
''I think it moetl;' eom~ Wont ·'
Opus in Bloom Countj (now
called Outland)," Davis said.

MSU business students have the opportunity to spend Dec. .
28 through Jan. 14 in Europe with the International
Business Seminar Program.
'
The seminar can be taken for three credit hours and includes visits and sessions with several international corporationa throughout Europe as well as an optional skiing trip in
the Italian Alps.
• ..
Financial assistance is available through the student loan
program.
For more information contact Dr. Gary Brockway at
762-6202.
'
'

Sunday Fiesta
The Murray State University Foreign Language Club will
sponsor a Spanish Fiesta at 3 p.m. Sunday at 1618 Miller St.
Admission is $2 for Foreign Language Club and International Student Organization members. Nop·member admis- •

~~The event will be cancelled if it rains.

' step 0ver t~ eLln e '

~~lrlill!YJ!b~IID@~~
~~~!f<QW~©

Katz

"A Classic Comedian with a Cynical Twist"
As seen on the Showtime Comedy Club Network,

HBO, Comedy Central, and the Oprah Wmfrey Show!!
With special guest:

JOHN.PIZZI

Thurs. Sept. 24th at 7:30 p.m.
Call Victor's
753-7715

We deliver
11 a.rn.-9 p.m.
Monda -Saturda

.~

(

~I
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
I believe it was
William

Shakespeare who
said, As the
seasons change, and the colors of
the lea.ves change, so do the TV
lis~ings. On that note, the following
is my own personal guide to the
new fall TV season.
Kris Lawrence
-~ Arts and Entertainment Editor
11

11

.

ABC offers little in the
way of original shows
ABC follows the lead of NBC
and CBS by taking as few risks
as possible. The only show that
offers a bold new concept is Cov·
ington Cross, and it is left to die
on Saturdays.
Sliding into the comfortable
hammock between Full House
and Roseanne on Tuesdays is a
show that believes in the theory
of combining several other
ahows. Hangin' with Mr. Cooper
is part. Drexell's Class (the lead
is a teacher with who gets no
~espect), Three's Company (two
girls and a guy sharing a house)
and Growing Pains (the same
set is used). The cast, like the
tdeas, is also veteran. Dawnn
{A Different World) Lewis and
oily (21 Jump Street) Robinon co-star. The quality of the
how doesn't matter. With the
ime slot it was given, a test
attern could be a Top 20 show.
Also on Tuesdays is Going to
xtremes, a series from Joshua
rand and John Falsey, the
reators of Northern Exposure,
IJ'll Fly Away and St. Elsewhere.
The show centers around a
group of American medical
students attending a school in
pie Caribbean.
l~Laurie Hill, a very unfunny
Sit-com about a female doctor
ftnd her family, airs
Wednesdays at 8:30.
~ ABC throws away several
hun~ed thousand dollars every
Thursday at 7 on Delta, starrl

.

ing Delta Burke as an aspiring
country singer. And yes, unfortunately for people with either
slow reflexes or no remote control, she does sing, for lack of a
better word. Be afraid. Be very
afraid.
Camp Wilder, which has
nothing to do with a camp, is
the latest edition to the networks Friday night line up.
This fact, combined with the
fact that it is aimed at 13-yearolds, makes it practically
obsolete.
New on Saturdays at 7 is Couington Cross, or Merry Olde
England, 90210. The show is
set somewhere around the
1300s and takes place in the
castle of Sir Thomas Gray. The
scenery and costumes are way
cool. The dialogue and plots
aren't always that great (they
could just as easily take place
on a beach in L.A.), but the action scenes ~e teriffic. -:: !
'
Following Covington Cross is
Crossroads, with Robert (I used
to be Spenser but now am in
every other TV movie) Urich
and Dalton James, who played
MacGyver's son in that show's
fmal episode. The premise of
the show is that Urich and
James are on a cross-country
motorcycle trip and just happen
to solve people's problems along
the way. Kind of a secular
Highway to Heaven.

1992 Fall Preview
The best of the new lineups is on Fox
If anything, the 1992 TV
season will be remembered for
one thing: the year the Fox Network really became a network.
What began seven years ago
with two .shows, Married ...
With Children and The Tracey
Ullman Show, has finally
become a real threat to the Big
Three networks.
In the first year Fox has had a
full seven days worth of programming, it has been picked
by some to beat out NBC in the
yearly ratings.
Anchored by its established
warehouse of hits, including
the Bundy clan, The Simpsons,
Beverly Hills 90210 and
Melrose Place, the network continues to court the young audience. With that in mind,
here's a look at what's new in
the land of the lewd.
Joining the ranks on Sunday
at 6 is Great Scott!, a pretty
cheesy-looking tale of a
teenager (Scott, hence the
name) who escapes his life as a
nerd by day-dreaming that he is
popular. Sounds like a laugh a
minute, doesn't it?
Immediately following Great
Scott! is the show that stands
the greatest chance of replacing
Get a Life. The Ben Stiller
Show, starring, amazingly
enough, Ben Stiller, is In Liuing

Color for the chronically absurd. You might remember
Stiller from his stint on Saturday Night Live or his shortlived series on MTV.
The show that I will love until
my dying day, Flying Blind,
follows Herman's Head at 9. As
I said last week, it is by far one
of the best shows ever on Fox.
'Nuff said.
From the producers of Herman's Head comes a tale of the
comedic possibilities of a
nuclear holocaust. Woops!
chronicles the lives of the last
six people on Earth. The show
is the first exception to my
"never watch a series with an
exclamation point in the title"
rule.
Monday night is Fox's traditional movie night.
Tuesday night is one of the
new nights on Fox and the time
is eaten up by two hour-long
dramas. The frrst, Class of '96,
basically is what would have
been the next logical progression of 90210; send a bunch of
attractive people to college.
Critics seem to love it, but the
only way I col,ld understand
watching it would be to see
Kari (Remote Control) Wuhrer.
Key West stars Fisher
Stevens, whose biggest claims
to fame have been a starring

role in the never-should-havebeen-made Short Circuit 2 and
dumping Michelle Pfeiffer for a
17-year-old. The show that tries
to be Twin Peaks in Paradise is
about a factory worker
(Stevens) who wins the lottery
and moves to the island to
become a Writer. It doesn't matter, though, because the show is
up against Roseanne.
Although it's been on for
months, Melrose Place is still
basically a new show on
Wednesdays. I must admit,
regretably, that I can't get
enough of it. That doesn't make
me any less of a man ... does it?
Following the Simpsons on
Thursday is my vote for the person I'd most want to be trapped
in an elevator with, Martin
Lawrence. My praise for him
has nothing to do with his last
name. After seeing him in the
House Party movies and as the
host ofHBO's DefComedyJam,
I couldn't wait to see Martin.
The show features him as a DJ
at a black radio station in
Detroit. I was kind of disappointed, because the show isn't
as funny as he is, but it is still
hilarious.
Also on Thursdays is The
Heights, the latest Aaron Spelling creation on Fox, which
follows in the tradition of90210

and Melrose Place, with its
young-adult ensemble cast. It
focuses on a garage band living
in a working-class town. The
series has had its moments of
genius and the music is surprisingly good (a soundtrack album
is due out Oct. 20). It would probably be a runaway hit if there
weren't 18 million other shows
with the same format.
Friday nights on Fox have
always been devoid of entertainment and this year isn't
much different. The one new
show, Likely Suspects, airs at
8:30 following America's Most
Wanted and Sightings. The
series stars Sam (The Tracey
Ullman Show) McMurray, who
has been a guest star on virtually every other show in the
history of Fox. Likely Suspects
is one part Naked Gun, two
parts Murder, She Wrote and
one part idiocy.
The other wasteland on Fox
occurs 24 hours later. The new
entry on Saturday nights
destined to not be around next
year is the network's third
variety program, The Edge.
MTV's Julie Brown (no, the
redhead) and comedian Tom
Kenney headline the show.
Previews for the series look
good, but it still won't last.

CBS solidifies top ratings position
CBS has solidified its position nist, calls home. Too bad
at the top of the Nielsons with Thomas, who in real life is exthis year's fall schedule.
cellent as a disc jockey on L.A.
:EM network should have radio, is being typecast as a
~~i:f}.it~~.~i~lt Ifearts ~ Afire, barfly.
L0~ 1 a{ld war and BOb.
Wednesday at 7 brings The
CBS brings out the big guns Hat Squad, about three
on Monday night, bringing vigilante. brothers who never
back four TV favorites on two leave the house without their
new sit-coms. The first, at 7:30, guns and fedoras. It's produced
is Hearts Afire starring John by Steven J. Cannell, who
Ritter and an incredibly attrac- created A-Team among others,
tive Markie (Night Court) Post. and really knows how to proThe series is set on Capitol Hill, vide action, but a bad time slot
so prepare yourself for still can be more deadly than even
the best vigilante. The show's
more political humor.
competition includes 90210,
Love and War, from the Unsolued Mysteries and The
creators of Murphy Brown, Wonder Years and Doogie
stars Susan (L.A. Law) Dey and Howser. Look for The Hat
Jay (Cheers' Eddie LeBec)
Squad to go out of style faster
Thomas, and airs at 8:30. Dey is than its clothing.
the new owner of a bar that
Thomas, a newspaper columFriday's revamped line-up

starts with The Golden Palace
at 7, proving once again that
too much of a good thing is
definitely enough. The show's
premise is that The Golden
Girls, minus Bea Arthur, are
now running a Miami hotel.
Cheech Marin also stars as the
hotel's chef. Keep in mind,
NBC canceled The Golden Girls
for a reason.
One of the most promising
new shows airs 90 minutes
later. Bob Newhart is back in
the aptly named Bob. Rumor
has it that the alternate title
was The. This time around,
Newhart stars as a cartoonist,
and, as always, is the only sane
boat in a sea of loons.
Following Bob is a show that
can best be described as The
Andy Griffith Show on crack.

Picket Fences unfolds around
the sheriff of Rome, Wis., a
modern-day Mayberry from
hell. The show features lots of
sex and dead people, but not
necessarily at the same time.
Frannie's Turn, from t he
creators of The Cosby Show and
Roseanne, is a sit-com about the
life of a seamstress and her
family. Now doesn't that get
your adrenaline flowing? Far
and away the most annoying of
the new shows, it airs Saturdays at 7.
Also on Saturday is the only
other new action series, Angel
Street. Robin "I made Mike
Tyson look like a fool" Givens
returns to television a year
after the demise of Head of the
Class and this time she's armed. Yikesl

'

Prime-Time Schedule til

Reality shows spell doom for NBC
The old great network, ain't what
.she used to be.
• NBC, the once-mighty network, is
bow struggling to survive in the
tratings· war. And this year's addiions aren't helping.
The network virtually concedes
Sunday night to CBS and Fox, resorting to airing two new hour-long
reality shows. As though our daily
aiet of reality isn't quite enough.
The frrst of these is Secret Seruice,
recreating the events surrounding
some of the agency's more exciting
cases. Steven Ford, Gerald's son, is
e host. Nothing like taking talent
om the gene pool of the least
harismatic president in history.
The other reality show, I Witness
ideo, follows Secret Service at 7.
The show could just as easily been
alled America's Most Tasteless
· ome Videos. Videotapes made by
verage citizens of natural disasters,
eaths and other uplifting situations
re the center of the show. I guess
I'm the only person who sees more
han enough reality just by living
ay-to-day.
One of ~C's few appealing new
bows airs Wednesdays at 8:30
ollowing Seinfeld. Mad About You

~

stars Paul (My Two Dads) Reiser
and Helen Hunt, the poor woman's
Ellen Barkin, as newlyweds in New
York City. Mad About You should
be one of the few new shows on NBC
to survive the season.
Rhythym & Blues at 7:30 is the
newest entry in the now-fading
Thursday night lineup. Stand-up
comedian Roger Kabler stars as a
white DJ at a black radio station in
Detroit. If black Detroit radio stations happen to interest you, stick
with Fox's Martin. Martin airs at
the same time, is funnier, and
doesn't contain Kabler's repertoire
of impressions; the last reason being
the most important.
Egads! Friday night brings us
Final Appeal: From the Files of Unsolved Mysteries. Robert Stack, the
Bob Saget of true crime stories,
returns in this spinoff. The show
focuses on a convicted felon,
presents both sides of his case and
leaves the decision of his guilt up to
the viewer. This concept might work
if there were a 900 number the
viewer could call to determine a
criminal's fate, but no such luck.
Following Final Appeal at 7:30 is
(Holy Cow! Who'da thunk?) another

reality show. What Happened? investigates the reason behind "reallife catastrophes" .
Fridays at 8 is The Round Table,
focusing on the lives of seven "guppies" (gun-toting urban professionals) working in the nation's
capital. Just once in an ensemble
cast such as this would I love to see
someone who is just blatantly unattractive. Just one person who has
swum a few too many laps in the ugly pool is all I ask.
Here and Now stars MalcolmJamal Warner as a grad student
who works at a youth center in
Manhattan. Warner gets his big
break by leaving the rest of the
Cosby clan behind. The only question is whether he can carry an entire show. Here and Now airs Saturdays at 7.
Patti LaBelle and Morris (Boyz N
the Hood) Chestnut star in Out All
Night at 7:30. La Belle owns a dance
club and plays landlord to the club's
manager, Chestnut. Chestnut has
said in interviews that co-star
Duane Martin will be "the funniest
man on television" this fall. Only
time will tell.

A glimpse into the entertainment world

~
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1992-93 theatre season announ
Staff Report

Students will have no excuse
for missing any of the five productions scheduled for Murray
State University's Robert E.
Johnson Theatre this year. Ad·
mission is free to those with a
student ID card.
In addition to the upcoming
production of The Nerd, the
theater has scheduled The Man
of La Mancha, Beauty and the
Beast, A Midsummer Night's
Dream and Dance Theatre
Number 12.

:
•

"Dulcinea" and the title song, classical tale and written for comptished lovers. They all ductions are $6 for a single adthe stage by Becky Reynolds, come to life in this blending of mission, or free with a student
"Man of La Mancha."
Murray State Theatre's guest romanticism and reality with a ID.
This a joint musical produc- artist.
touch of burlesque and farce
The Man of La Mancha tells tion of the departments of
A coupon book may be put:- ..
The play, directed by Mark tossed in for good measure.
the story of Don Quixote. and music and speech communicachased for $20. These may all •. f
his faithful manservant, San- tion and theatre. Playing dates Malinauskas, is scheduled Feb.
The Dance Theatre Number be used for one show, or inare Oct. 29-31, and Nov. 1 at 2 22-24 for matinees only.
cho Panza.
12 is scheduled April22-24. The dividually for each show.
p.m.
William
Shakespeare's
A
Murray State Dance Company
The two fight windmills in
"Two-Fers" are available for I
Night's
Dream
will
Midsummer
will
feature
a
variety
of
dance
The
tale
of
Beauty
and
the
this mus ical about love ,
$30. This plan offers a second I
chivalry and imaginat ion. Set Beast is a story showing that play March 26-27 and Aprill-3. styles from jazz to contem- coupon book for less than the
The play ia rich with lyric porary. The Dance Theatre's ar- single subscription rate.
in the 16th Century Spain of true beauty lies within the
author Miguel de Cervantes, heart of even the most terrify- verse, music and dance. Its tistic director is Jean Elvin.
Reservations may be made by
the show features such songs as ing beast. This theatrical pro- characters are a mix of apcalling the theater at 762-4421
Ticket prices for this year pro- during normal business hours.
" The Impossible Dream," duction was adapted from the prehensive amateurs to ac•
Performances are held in the
Johnson Theatre and begin at 8
p.m. unless otherwise noted.

i
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Staff Report

"

Calling all nerds! Calling all'
•
•t
nerds!
H you are a nerd or can just
look like one, then Nerd Nites
are for you.
In conjunction with its pro-.
duction of The Nerd, The Mur-,
ray State University Theatre is
sponsoring Nerd Nites Sept. 25
and Oct. 2.
The male and female chosen
as the best nerd will win a gift J
certificate from Terrapin Station. Winners will also take a
curtain call with the cast on the
given night.
• ,
To enter, pick up an entry t
blank and return it to the Nerd !
Box at the Johnson Theater at 1,
least a day before the Nerd Nite '
of your choice. The contest
starts at 7:50 and all con·
testants must arrive in costume
by 7:30. For more information
call 762-4634.
'I I

MSU FACUL1Y,
STAFF & STUDENTS

MurrayBP

15o¢-0FFl

10:30 a.m.-3 p.m.
T-ROOM ONLY

!

Sandwich of your
1
choice

f

Must present coupon
when paying

L

Thursday Sept 24

Rudy's Restaurant

S.12th·St.
753-9164

60 years on the square
A taste of home cooking

M~ ondutyl

I

Monday- Friday

1
I

J

Cetflah dlnMra on Frl•r a Saturday
Frl•r I •.m.-e p.m.
Saturday 3 p.m... p.m.

8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

''FREE CAR WASH WITH FILL-UP'

(,jlJQNELLE
Ct. IS4 ~f!:~hlte or Prints
BATH TISSUE

C

~ 78e

MANUfACTURERS' "CENTS OFf" UP TO 50'

F1,'REo~~

Assorted canned

BUSH'S BEANS

JIFFY

CORN MUFFIN MIX

v.~~

US.DA Crade '1i.
MISS GOLDY SPUT

FRYER
BREAST

V 3~l

J9e

Assorted Varieties COLDEN FlAKE

POTA'IO CHIPS

~~68e
"f:'..e::"*,.,,.'!l
Family .,_lc
Lean 'nimmed
........
Cowdry ~~ _
FuU SUced
WHOLE SUCED SlAB QUARTER
SIRLOIN TIP BA,SgN PORK LOIN

WASHINGTON STATE
Red or Cold 111 Slu!

DELICIOUS
APPLES

$f!! 99 $Ji8

U.S.D.A. Crade 'II. HOUY!I'YSON
F~mUy Pak Mixed Parts of

$

ViliNE «~91
~2 79e ~~,,~
\f l..
....
~r or Crinkle Cut Frw.en

Sty!.. Buttermilk or~ ~

BURY BISCUITS

·

~

KROGER FRENCH FRIES
' \ / .: hoc

Chunk Style

IHix -1t-1Ho/ek
lloLpka.

FRYING
CHICKEN

RJch lbmato

PET PRIDE DOG FOOD

~!$699

JOHN MORRELL
BACON
lloLSiked

JOHN MORRELL
BOLOGNA
1-tb. pkt.JOHN MORREll

BIGGER T HAN
THE BUN FRANKS

•Vel!i P~l!uj ShDppe •

~ 3for$4

Re_21~r or

fresh Bilked - 6 ct. pkc.

KAISER

COUlCOLA

. . ...

•ii"

~IIJJJJ/ GERMANWrT'ro W:D

!~I·. '''"' V~ 99

,..p;;;c;fs.._.u;!!J--nr::rl"It'C"",jn;nj~tnl-z;trTim
;fn-j'WI!~~~~===".I

12 PACK • •• • •••• • • •••• 12 oz. cans

'+

$499

"Bl\b:,...t-~RUOLLS ~..

Diet

2Dter
bottle

..

KRETSCHMAR

HONEY HAM

$3.19

..
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Fraternities remove dividing fence
Sig Ep president Danny Ker·
ruish said the joint venture betThe person who said "good ween the fraternities il fences make good neighbors" lustrates good Greek relations.
"It shows that two fraterhas not met a member of Murray State University's Sigma nities back-to·back can work
Chi or Sigma Phi Epsilon social together," he said. "What we
did was for the right reasons. If
fraternities.
A recent Sigma Chi party we had kept rivalries up, it
that grew too large for the would not have been the most
fraternity's yard spilled over in- successful option."
Kerruish said he feels the
to the neighboring Sig Ep lot,
bringing the two groups reason the party was successful
was because of the focus of the
together.
Sigma Chi president Chip Greek system.
"People are joining Greek
Adams said the party did not
start out as a group party, but organizations for the right
reasons now," he said. "I think
developed into one.
"We just outgrew the facili- parties like this will happen
again."
ty," Adams said.
Adams said this type of party
He said the party became so
large that they asked the and cooperation between fraterneighboring Sig Eps to help. In nities is positive for the Greek
Photo by CHERI STUART
response, the fraternity system.
''H this continues, the Greek
Members of the Sigma Chi and Sigma Phi Epsilon, from brothers pulled down the
left, Danny Kerrulsh, Dan Rorie, Ken Cosby, Mike Lamb, planks of the fence which system will be better," he said.
Mike Jackson and Brock Bowman, look through the separates the fraternities' back "This expands the horizons of
the system."
yards.
fence that once divided their properties.
By MICHELE CARLTON

News Editor

REGENTS

ment, except in the case of
where he could be named OVC
Coach of the Year and not play
in the NCAA," Strickland said.
"In this case, this would then
be a deficit situation."

Continued.from Page 1

During a closed session, the
Regents discussed amendments
to the contract of Racer basketball head coach Scott Edgar.
Approved during an open session, the amendments will extend the contract by one year,
to four. • Edgar will also be
allowed to receive a bonus of
two and one half months' pay if
the men's team wins the Ohio
Valley Conference tournament
and advances to the NCAA
tournament, plus a bonus of
oll l ,OUO if Edgar h all ll.t.u the
OVC Coach of the Year. If the
Racel"s post n perfect OVC and
OVC toun.,. ncnt reco1u, Eugar
will receive a $5,000 bonus.
"This money comes out of participation in the NCAA tow·na-

In other business, the board:

II Approved a contract between
the University and the Murray
State University Foundation
Inc ., which "clarifies the
responsibilities between the
two and makes sure that the
foundation is separate and not
affiliated with the Board · of
Regents," said Regent Wells
Lovett.
• Directed the administ1·ation
to research and develop a pro·
POl'~al for a cafeteria benefits
package to be provided to
University employees. The pro·
posal will be presented at the
Regent's November meeting.

T .h e lY.Curray

HOURS

1

Continued from Page 1

Amy Hoppenstedt, a junior
elementary education major
from Desota, Ill., said she
believes it is right to have open
visitaion because students are
old enough to decide on their
own.
However, all students do not
feel that the 24-hour right is a
good idea.
"I understand why some people think this is not a good
idea," Sugg said. "Safety is a
concern, especially since White
Hall is now co.ed. The majority
of our RA's are female and we
are taking all concerns in
mind."
Visitors entering White Hall
will be asked to sign-in as
always, but will also be asked

to leave their student iden·
tification card at the front desk
while visiting. All visitors must
be escorted by the person they
are visiting, Sugg said.
Hulick said the residence hall
occupancy is down four percent
due to several reasons:
• Although overall enrollment
is up, freshman enrollment is
down.
• The speculation is that
though many students cancelled their rooms, they are still in
school.
• Evidence suggests that some
freshmen and sophomores are
living off campus illegally
• Many students do not live on
campus because of restrictive
visitation rights.
Hulick said Murray State
University's problem is part of
a national and state trend
toward lower occupancy
percentages.

S~a.~e

MINISTER
..

Continued from Page 1

she said. "While I had fears of
sexism and racism. I haven't
come across any directly."
A native of Memphis, Tenn.,
Stockard has served churches
in that city, Dover, Tenn., and
Paris, Tenn. She has three
children, ages 10, 8 and 4.
"My goal here is to be a
presence of the United
Methodist Church for the
young adult students as they
make the transition into
adulthood," she said.
She began the process of
becoming a minister in 1978,
became a deacon in 1986, and
an elder in full connection in
1989.
Although she is black, she
said black students are not
seeking her out because of her
color.
"I haven't had anyone seek
me out simply because I am
black,'' she said. "I think we
are sought out first by what
church we represent, and the
fact I am black is incidental."
Stockard is pleased with the
openness at Minority Student
Affairs.
"The people have expressed

VOTE
Continued from Page 1

county election office.
Applications for Illinois
voters will be sent out beginn·
ing Sept. 24, and the last day to
turn in a ballot is the day before
the election at the courthouse,
Taylor said.
With the interest surroun·
ding the presidential election
between President George
Bush and Democrat Bill Clin·
ton, more people have
registered t.o vote, clerks say.
"Voter registration is
definitely up," Taylor said.
"The Democratic and
Republican parties are working

P18518DR13 -·2 For 171
P17511KlR13_.2 For 171
P18518)Rt3-.2 Form
P18Sf75R14-2 FotP1G517SR14 ...... 2 For •
P2W'75R14 ...... 2 For SM
For
P215175RI4 ...... 2 For $81
P2W'75R15.-- 2 For . .
P1UIIDR13 P215175R15 ...... 2 For lit
P225175R15 ...... 2 for . .
P235n5RI5 ....:.2 For $tl
• Isolated elements and tull depth
shoulder grooves for a lifetime of all-

an interest in helping me and
they are very open and receptive," she said.
Prior to her job as campus
minister, Stockard had visited
Murray State a few times.
"I was interested at the time
in pursuing a third degree," she
said. ''I knew I wanted to be a
part of the campus. I think peo·
ple have been so receptive
because of the academic set·
ting. Women are involved on
the faculty and there is another.
female campus minister."
'
However, she expressed •
disappointment about the ·
overall attitude towa1·d
academia and the campus .
ministries.
"I think the university has an •
understanding how we can com:
plement academics, but I am
disappointed with the tension I
have felt, ·• she said.
One thing Stockard emphasized was that no person
should allow bad things to
hinder reaching his potential.
"Before any harrassment,
before any victimization,
racism or sexism, remember
that God loves us," she said.
"Before anything else, God
gave us worth, and that
knowledge predates any subsequent history in our lives."

really hard to get people
involved."
Schlosser said her office has
been surprised with the
number of older voters coming
in to register. She said her office has registered several
70-year-olds recently who had
never registered before because
they believed their vote did not
count.
"It's really gotten busy in the
past few weeks," Schlosser
said.
In Munay, a voter registration table is set up at the entrance of Wal-Mart, Stubblefield said.
Some information for this story
was gathered by Pam Dixon,
staff writer.
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Free Weight
StalrMasters
Schwinn Airdyne
Free Instruction

POWER CAFE

• Pin Selector Machine
• Lifecycles
• Professional Staff
• 7,000 sq. feet

CERTIFIED
REEBOK STEP AEROBICS

Complete Pro-Shop with the largest selection in this area. Compare
our prices on - Power Shakes, Energy Shakes, Mass Shakes,
Carbo-Drinks, Supplements, Active Wear and Accessories.
~~
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We now have ready to eat
health food, Steamed RiceGrilled Chicken, Baked Potato, etc.

season performance
• Aggressive all-season tread pulls you
through any weather
• Two tough steel belts for strength and
stability
• Outline black serrated sidewall'""*"''"""
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Compu..rtzed .
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g$1Q99
•Precision align front or rear wheel caster. camber
and tot-111 (on cars With adjusllblt suspensiOns)
•InclUdeS complelelront·end aiWysiS
•Cilewnes.llghl trll(ks and cars wtth MacP11erson
Struts txtra.llur wl'ltel sllrms extra.

Mon.-Fri.
7:30-5:00

Sat. 8-12

Come by
and visit
Rob Richey and
Harold Moss

A good deal on
a great tire:

•Includes up to 5 QtS. oil
•Check transmiSston oil
•Oi-"'
·1 & filte.r may be extra
.,.,.,, 01
Ex~ Sept. 30, 1M2

~--~----~~~----~

UNIVERSITY
-TIRE AND AUTO

1406 Main
753-4994
I

~--------------------------------------------------------------------~ !

I

: 1413 Olive Blvd.

.
f

._........{-

: 759-4955

.·:s':'::~:.;.;.-.~·:g;--~..

"'-"- ....~ . •;;',t.

•

THE ORDBRt·eE:
,·\',-.;zt:
· QMEGA,
: ·'
.,,
' .., . ~

.

0.""'

I

•

Holiday Inn

MAYFLOWER RESTAURANT
'Serving .91..merican ana Cfiinese Mtnu.
I

Hwy. 641 South· Murray, KY
759-4819

,

DAILY LUNCH BUFFET
11 a.m. • 2 p.m.

GREEK/LE.l\DERSHIP HONOR SOCIETY,
IS NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR
MEMBERSHIP FOR THE FALL OF 1992.
THE FOLLOWING CRITERIA MUST BE MET
PRIOR TO THE CONSIDERATION OF.'AN
APPLICATION:

DINNER BUF'F'E't
Every Friday & Saturday 5 pm.. 9 pm.

$3.95

$6.95

Friday and Saturday Buffet Includes:

Starting September 28 · Dinner Buffet

*5.95
Monday- Thursday ONLY· 5 p.m. - 8 p.m.

-

n.
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~ou know, it/ )o ridiculouf. If I don't call my
parent) every (unday at exact~ S o'clock,
the~ thihk I was kidnapped by alienr. or

~omething. Anyway, ore Sunday me ahd
Mark, we decide take-of{ ahd checkout
the city. ~o 'We're hat'lgins out and I look a+
roy watch. 5 o 'clocl\. Al~~~t., fo rny eallihg .

to

card ahd I head dow" +o +he local pool hall.
{which I happen to know haJ apayphone)
And I te II the folk~ the Mal"tianr send
,heir be ft.''

o matter where you happen to be, the AT&T
Calling Card can take you home.
It's also the least expensive way to call
state-to-state on AT&T, when you can't dial direct. With ·
the new AT&T Call and Save Plan, you'll get special discounts
on AT&T Calling Card calls; And once you have your card,

you'll never need to apply for another.
If you get your Calling Card now, your first call will
be free~· And you'll become a member of AT&T Student
Saver Plus, a program of products and services that
saves students time an~ money.
All of which makes the AT&T Calling Card out of this world.
I

1b get an .Kim' Calling Card for off-campus calling, calll800 654-0471 Ext 850.

-- -- --,.,-

CI..- .......IIX....--..

........ .. ...... ..
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SPORTS
Football team·takes
running game to EIU
By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD
Sports editor

Beating the University of
Missouri-Rolla 36-0 sends
Murray State University into
Charleston, lll., riding on more
than just a high note.
The shutout was the team's
first since 1987. That, said
coach Mike Mahoney, gives the
team a big boost going into
Saturday's game against
Eastern Illinois University.
"We have got to play as well
as we did Saturday night," he
said.
Mahoney said despite the win
being against a Division ll
school, the confidence the game
gave the team has to be taken
Photo by J UO COOK
and built upon for the Eastern
Tilinois game.
Sophomore running back Timmy Bland puts his moves on a
Eastern Tilinois comes into Rolla player. Bland is currently ranked 15th In the nation.
the game with a 1-1 record, having beaten Austin Peay State
"I do not know how we can ones that are being thrown. He
University in Clarksville, get
out of that," Mahoney said. also said the team needs to
Tenn., but losing to Marshall
However, he said the key to start throwing earlier in the
University last week, 63-28.
SEE ANKLE IN-JURIES
hge38
the Racers potent offense is
Eastern Illinois also has lost that the players do not give up. game.
"We need to get better thro\yits past two g11mes with the
"One thing about the team is ing the ball when we want to('
Racers.
about the same," Hunt said. "Some wear
the kids keep pressing," he said.
: .
With those factors and the Mahoney said.
shoes because of the support given, while
The defense has also pour:ed.
others pick out a pair for their looks.
game being the Panther's first
And that has shown on of- on the heat, giving the Racers a ·
"The main thing to look for when purchasin front of a home crowd, fense: MSU's 731 yards rushing plus-four on turnovers, the
Mahoney said he is expecting a leads the . nation after two Ohio Valley Conference's best.• -~
ing a pair of shoes is to pick out the pair that
tough, physical game.
fits your foot the best instead of what looks
"We have caused a lot :of - ·
games.
"They got whipped and they
good or what is popular."
But to win Saturday's game, fumbles," Mahoney said. "We ·_David Henley, Murray State University
are really mad," he said.
the Racers may have to pass, have forced interceptions, a_!ltt
men's assistant basketball coach, said the
However, Mahoney said he is something they are not noted that's the key."
· ~
hightops give good support to the ankle area.
ready for them. ·
Against Eastern lllinoi§,
for since Michael Proctor left
"The hightop model shoe gives good support
"We will be there at 6:30 and the team in 1989.
Mahoney said interceptio)ls to a basketball player's ankles," he said. "For
ready to play," he said.
"You have a renegade may be the answer to contr<!UOne of the adjustments defense that can play a ing the Panther's passing
instance, when a player is going up to grab a
rebound and comes down on another player's
Mahoney will have to make, wishbone or a run-and-shoot," game.
though, is to have his team Mahoney said. "What we have
ankle, they are less likely to get injured with
"If we can stop their running ·
the high tops."
ready to play the first half. In got to do is make the game and force them to tmow.
the first two games, the ~acers acljustments."
Even though the R~cer basketball team
we will be better off,'' he said ~
wears Nikes, Henley said all companies make-.. '~'"\have ehown a lot of epark m~e
Murray State's secondary has
lt is not that the team is not
last two quarters but ha~e fa~l- throwing the ball - Mahoney recorded five interceptions thus
good hightops.
Jerry Wilson, a junior on the basketball
ed to produce many pomts 10 said the team needs to catch the far.
tearp, said he wears the Nike three-quarterthe first two.
inch shoe.
"The shoe is light and comfortable and gives
good support to ankles," Wilson said.
Tony Bailey, junior guard and forward,
wears the mid-cut Nikes.
I "They give good support to your ankles and
By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD
feel pretty good," he said.

Too many shoes, two little feet
Style lures shoppers to hightops,
but ankle support should be deciding factor
By SCOTT NANNEY
StaH Writer

What makes hightop tennis shoes good?
How much more support will be provided compared to a lowtop shoe? What company has the
best hightops to choose from?
Those are some of the many questions that
people consider when buying a pair of hightop
shoes. The choices can be made from a wide
range of companies.
The whole concept behind hightop shoes is
to provide a person with more supp011. for his
ankles while competing in sports or while running or jogging.
Are hightops better than lowtops? Many
think they are.
Eddie Hunt, co-owner of Dennison-Hunt
Sporting Goods, said that hightops prevent
injuries.
14
The whole idea .9f the hightop shoe is
geared toward basketball players to give them
more support to the ankle area and cut down
on injuries," Hunt said.
He said that while lowtops are lighter and
offer more flexibility, high school and college
coaches prefer their players to wear hightops,
which of course helps in sales of the hightops.
As for the air soles in Nike and the pumps in
Reebok, Hunt said the air bags provide for a
better cushion in the shoe, while the pumps
give a tighter fit around the ankles. Hunt also
said his best seller in the hightop shoe line
was a black shoe with the new three-quarterinch style instead of the higher top.
"All the different companies and types are

Bowlin-ball team has coaches guessing
Sports editor

Ed ltor 'e No te: This is the second of a three-part series
on athletic footwear.

Posting a 4-1 record, Murray State University's
volleyball team has coaches from other schools
calling around trying to get a tip on how to beat
the Lady Racers.
And as the women hit the road this weekend
for the UAB Tournament in Birmingham, Ala.,
the only team the other schools can call is the
University of Louisville, which beat Murray
State in the Commonwealth Challenge last
weekend.
Coach Belinda Bowlin takes pride in the record
and even the loss to Louisville, a national
volleyball powerhouse which the Lady Racers
took to extra points in the last game before
losing.
The key to much of the Racers' success, Bowlin
said, is that no one player makes the team.
"Everyone gets set a lot," she said. "It is hard
to play us because we move the ball a lot."
That fact is obvious in the statistics. In Tuesday night's win against Tennessee State University, four members of the team had kills. Murray
State beat the Lady Tigers 15-10, 15-1 and 15-4.
Bowlin said she thinks the success can conti?ue this weekend, although the competition
w1ll be tougher than what the team has faced in
its first five games.
The Lady Racers Ill'St obstacle will be Sam
Houston State University from Texas. Bowlin
~aid Sam Houston has been big and strong in the
past, but she has not heard a scouting report this
season.
The next competition will then be either the
University of Alabama-Birmingham or the
University of Southern Mississippi. UAB is
favored to win.

Running the

r.;Jl __:Rk.....,..C_E_R_RE_PO__,..:.....R~T,;_____,

Game ~=======~

~

The Racers currently lead all division 1-AA schools in average rushing
yards per game. Here's how the other schools line up:
MoniiiMd 8tli.

Since budget reductions plagued Murray
State University, the rodeo team has been on
an up and down ride.
But the team is on soliding footing now
compliments of the MSU Rodeo Booster Club
Inc.
The Club, which was formed just last year,
raises money to support the MSU Rodeo team
and held it's first fundraiser ~t Sunday.

MldcllitT-

T-Stat.
T--Matlln

EMiem~tudly

S.l!• .._rl

Ride •em cowboy

IIIII

T--Tedl

Story on Page 13
Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

I

Photo by JUO COOK

The Lady Racers went to 4·1 Tuesady by playIng coach Bowlin 's way- lots of sets and kills.

Much of UAB's play resembles that of
Louisville, which Bowlin said should be to her
girls' advantage.
Bowlin also knows Southern Mississippi from
her assistant coaching days at the University of
South Alabama.
"They are a lot like us," she said.
But to win the tournament, t he girls first have
to avoid beating themselves. Slow starts and poor
serving have hindered the team.
"I am not sure why we are starting out slow,"
Bowlin said.
In their loss to Louisville, the Lady Racers only
scored one point in the first game. Against Ten·
nessee State, they allowed 10 points in the first
game.
She also said the team needs work in serving.
In Tuesday's game the girls had 12 aces, but also
had eight serving errors.

Racer of the Week
Melisa Webster, a senior center from
New Ulm, Minn., is The Murray State
News pick tor Racer Of the Week.
Webster spearheaded the MSU Volleyball team to a good showing at the
Commonwealth Challenge tournament,
and also played an Integral role In earning the Racers team its fourth win this
season against Tennessee Tech on
Tuesday night.
She accumulated 12 kills, 11 digs
and two assists in the Challenge game
against Evansville last weekend.

Mellaa Webster

I

'I
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: hosts tournament,
: seeks victory
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Club rounds-up funds

AROUND TilE OVC
Hutch named player of the week

By TERRY HAREWOOD

MSU's Anthony Hutch, a freshman from South Fulton,
Tenn., was named Defensive Player of the Week by tl}e Ohio
Valley Conference.
A reserve defepsive end, Hutch had nine tackles, a team
high , in MSU's 36-0 win over the University of Missouri at
Rolla. He also was credited with three primary tackles on
special teams' coverage, and recorded a tackle after Murray
State had a field goal attempt blocked.

Assistant Sports Editor

By TERRY HAREWOOD
• Assistant Sports Editor

·

Avenging its secondplace finish in the Ohio
Valley Conference in 1992
: will be the mission of the
: Murray State University
• men's tennis team when it
: hosts the Murray State In·
: vitational this weekend.
· "Hopefully we'll have
. some good tennis and it ·
will give us a chance to see
how our players compete
. against outside competi·
' tion," said coach Bennie
Purcell.
He said it was tough to
predict how the team will
do, as some of the players
are new and have not
played at this level.
"We have six out of ou1·
top seven back from last.
year, but we picked up
some new players,"
Purcell said. "We are look·
ing forward to a good
year."

Rodeo fans were treated to an
evening of spectacular perfor·
mances when the Murray State
University Rodeo Booster Club
Inc. held its inaugural fund·
raising booster Sunday at the
Western Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center.
In an effort to raise funds for
. the MSU rodeo program, the
show attracted some 400 spec·
tators and raised $1,500, club
treasurer Dewayne Driskill
said.
"We had cow-chip bingo,
wagon rides and members of
the MSU rodeo team giving ex·
hibitions of specific events,"
Driskill said. "We sold food at
really cheap prices, gave away
many door prizes, and also had,
live, the Michael Wood country
band."
Driskill said the show was a
definite success, especially as it
was the club's first effort.
The club was formed in 1991
after the athletic department
threatened to do away with the

Eastern moves up, Middle down
Despite having the week off, Eastern Kentucky University
moved up from sixth to fifth in the Division l·AA football
poll. The Colonels won their season opener against Western
Kentucky University, 21-7 two weeks ago.
Middle Tennessee State University, 10th last week, fell to
12th after losing to the University of Nebraska 48·7.

Photo by MELISSA FARNUM

David Wilhelm, a junior from Russelvllle, was just one of the
rodeo team members to show off Sunday.

non-profit rodeo program. Since
then it has raised $6,500 and
supported the team.
The club is currently raffiing
off a calf, and Driskill said it is
always looking for new fund·

raising ideas.
"Our biggest push is our
membership drive," he said.
"We try to get as many people
as possible to join the Booster
Club."

Reporter

Practice and attitude for football
games are not reserved just for the
players.
Cheerleaders play a vital role in con·
tributing to the thrill and excitement
of every football game, and preparing
for these games takes time, practice
and a positive attitude.
Kelly Sweasy, an occupational safe-

ty and health major from Frankfort
and co-captain of the 12-member
squad, said the cheerleaders practice
two and one-half to three hours a
night three times a week. The other
two days are devoted to weightlifting
or gymnastics practice. And Satur·
days are spent performing in front of
cheering crowds.
Three things make a successful
cheerleader, Sweazy said - en·

durance, strength and flexibility.
Apart from being in good physical
shape and having these qualities, a
cheerleader must have a positive at·
titude, work hard and have complete
trust in his or her partner, said CO·
captain Beth Lich, Jln interior design
major from Louisville.
Sweasy has been a Murray State
cheerleader for four years, and said he
loves it. The squad is like a little fami·

Karen Green, former coach of women's softball at Belmont
University, was named interim softball coach at Middle Tennessee State University.
Green takes over the Blue Raiders program after winning a
conference championship at Belmont last season. She
replaces Janet Ross, who left the Blue Raiders after being
named their first-ever softball coach.
The Ohio Valley Conference will hold its first softball
season in the spring.

ly, he said, and it gives him a chance
to stay active.
He said he enjoys cheerleading
because he likes to work with the
crowd.
Sweasy said being a cheerleader is
hard at times, when the team is losing
and there is no crowd support, but
they must keep cheering.
Although cheerleading takes a lot
time and the practices are hard, Lich

NEW!
WE ARE EXTENDING
OUR SERVlCES TO iNCLUDE
ACRYLIC NAILS. T IPS,
AND MANICURES!

t

t"

fove,
tlie sisters of

I

I'

REpfiD[IJ\IES

Hong Kong
Restaurant

753-4488

m

.

Sunday Buffet $5.75
11 a..m.-2 p.m.

Call for carry out orders and more lnform•tion.
We cater parties, banquets & meetings
and can seat up to 200 people

12 DJXIELAND CENTER

753-0882

Congratu{ations

Get This FREE With the
Any·S Meal Plan

to tfie

9{f,west Mem6ers

;!!

(formerly Big 0' Baseball Cards)

TIDS WEEK'S SPECIALS._ _ __

Fleer mtra n $1.50 pack Pinnacle n $ 1.50 pack
:stadium Club m $1.50 pack Leaf n $1.25 pack
1992 Upper Deck Football $1.25 pack
Upper Deck Jumbo Baseball $2.00 p ack

of tlie

tBeta V.psi{on
Pfetfge cfasst
Carrie Ash
Heather Holly
Kelly Jones
Elizabeth Junker
Jody Rogers
Nikki Tatum

The Any-5 Meal Plan could be your
best choice. Weigh the benefits, see
how they add up:

10% off all single cards to M.S.U. students with valid J.D.

502 Maple St.
759-1214

&W

UTE APPOINTMENTS AVAlLABLE

GRAND OPENING
Storey's Sport Stop

Monday- Frlday
Saturday
Sunday

New

WALK-INS WELCOME

~""""""'f':Y Jll.{pfia Omicron Pi

.

The other members of the squad are :
co-captain Jeremy Nelson of Paducah, :
Randy Privette of Henderson, Dave :
McLean of Madisonville, Brent Carter :
of Franklin, Dwayne Herron of Dixon, :
Crystal Downs of Paducah, Christy •
Clayton of Almo, Meena Shams of :
Bardstown, Tiffany Braden of Cadiz, :
and Amber Perry of Bethel, Ohio.
·

Daily Lunch Special $3.10
Monday-Friday 11 a.m.-2 p.m.

10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

t,

CHOOSE :

2 p.m.-8 p.m.
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
12 p.m.-5 p.m.

Larfe Inventory
Baseball cards
NASCAR racing
Football cards
Basketball cards
Supplies

Any five meals between Monday. breakfast and
Sunday dinner at any of the following locations• Winslow
• Fast Track
• Hart Hall Deli
• Stables
• Pony Express C-Store in White Hall

RECEIVE :
•

$25 in declining balance credit to add or to start
up a new declining balance account
• A FREE Racer Service Mug
• A catered meal in the Commonwealth of the
Curris Center

Love,

ELIGIBILITY :
• Junior or senior living in the residence halls
• Freshmen and sophomores who have legal
residence in Murray or Calloway County but live in
·
the residence halls
• Off-campus students of any class standing

'Your Sisters in
!A[pfia Sigma !A[pfia ·

FOR MORE INFO- CALL 762-3003

Sunset Boulevard Music
DIXIElAND CENTER N0.7 - CHESTNUT STREET
753 -0113

Behind Papa John•s Pizza

$1 Off Any Cassette Tape • $2 OH Any Compact Disc
REQ. PRICE
YOUR /////.11-PN!

.

said she likes to see the progress and :
the crowd's responses.

Open 7 days a week
Sunday-Friday
11
a.m.-9:30
p.m. Saturday 4:30-9:30 p.m.
.

HOURS:
TUESDAY - SATURDAY

+ ~,c.p..

CAR STEREO SPECIALIST - CUSTOM INSTAllATION

.

MTSU hires softball coach

High-spirited cheerleaders practice hard to support for teams, spur on crowds
By JENNIFER DONIA

.

I•

REG. PRICE

EXPIRES
SEPTEMBER 25, 1992
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SPORTS NOTEBOOK
South Alabama hires Newman
Paul Newman, assistant athletic trainer for the MSU
men's basketball and baseball teams, has been named head
athletic trainer at the University of South Alabama in
Mobile.
Newman, a six-year veteran of Murray State ath letics, has
been active with Athletes in Action and the U.S. Olympic
Committee. He was a trainer at the 1991 Olympic Sports
Festival.
Joe Gottfried, South Alabama athletics director, said, "He
(Newman) cornea highly recommended by everyone he has
worked with."

Proctor signed by Pittsburgh
Former Murray St~te stand-out Michael Proctor was sign·
ed by the Pittsburgh Steelers and assigned to their develop·
ment squad earlier this month .
Proctor, a quarterback for the Racers through the 1989
season, has spent the past two years playing for the Montreal
Machine in the World Football League.

Elks sponsor golf benefit
The Marshall County Elks No. 2707 will host the 6th An·
nual Golf Tournament Oct. 3 at the Kentucky Dam Village
Golf Course.
The Elks also wi1l provide snacks and a dinner. Prizes will
be given and an auction held.
There is a $50 entry fee for all golfers. Proceeds from the
tournament go to benefit the Marshall County Exceptional
Center. For entry form and more information call Judy Hill
at (502) 527-1327.

Hunting appplications available
The deadline to return completed applications for geese
hunting in the Ballard and Sloughs Wildlife Management
Areas <WMA>is Sept. 30.
Only hunters chosen through a random drawing will be
permitted to waterfowl hunt in the Ballard WMA, as a por·
tion of it is a waterfowl refuge. Hunting blinds are also
available for public use on the Sloughs WMA on a first comefirst serve basis.
Applications are available through the Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources, 1 Game Farm Road,
Frankfort, Ky. , 40601 and from the offices ofthe Ballard and
Sloughs WMA..

• FOR YOUR INFORMATION

~.-

• Golf. Murray State-McDonald's Intercollegiate, Miller Golf Course,
Sept. 17 through Saturday
• Cross-Count ry. Murray State at Ole Miss Invitational, Q)(ford,
Miss., Friday.
• Volleyball. Murray State at University of Alabama-Birmingham, Frl·
day, 5 p.m., and Saturday, (time TBA).
• Football. Murray State at Eastern Illinois, Charleston, Saturday,
6:30p.m.
• Rifle. At UT·Martin, Martin, Tenn., Saturday, 8 a.m.
• Cross-Count ry. At UT-Martin, Martin, Tenn., Tuesday, 4 p.m.
~·
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Ankle injuries
stop·athletes

Racers
Factoa Discount Shoes

By KATHY EIDSON

753-9419
Located downtown on the square

Staff Writer

Society today is focused more
"When you come
and more on becoming physical·
down on someone
ly fit, but doing so can cause
else's foot and
injuries.
Ankle injuries are common in
you roll the ankle,
sports such as basketball and.
it does not matter
volleyball.
Grant Simpson, a polit ical
what you have on
science senior from Louisville,
your feet ... ' '
was not wearing hightops while
- David Henley
playing basketball and sprained his ankle.
"I'd rather spend the extra
money for hightops t han risk
" If someone has had a lot of
another injury," he said.
ankle injuries, he probably
Athletic department head · should pump t he shoe up and
trainer Tom Simmons said 70 give himself some added sup·
percent of sprains are inverted, port on his ankles," Gray said.
meaning the foot rotates to the "Some who have not had that
inside, causing a sprain on the many injuries don't have to
outside of the ankle.
pump it up."
"Sprains are graded first, se·
Gray said many of the players
cond and third degree, depen· wear ankle braces.
ding on how many ligaments
"The girls have to go through
are damaged - third being t he the training room, and t he
worst," he said.
trainers get with them and
He added t hat fractures are measure for ankle braces at the
possible, but aren't that com- beginning of t he school year,"
mon in athletics.
Gray said. "This, along with
David H enley, assistant the shoes, helps out a lot."
T h e women's volleyball
men's basketball coach, said
hightop shoes can prevent players may choose either a
ankle injuries in some in- low- or hightop shoe called Asic
stances, but if you land on your Gel Volley Crushers, usually
ankle just t he wrong way there depending on whether or not
they have had injuries before,
is no way to prevent a sprain.
or
if they have weak ankles.
"When you come down on SO·
"Some wear high, some wear
meone else's foot and you roll
the ankle, it doesn't matter low - it's really their
preference," women's
what you have on your feet volleyball
head coach Brenda
it's going to turn and sprain,''
Bowlin said. "The low shoes are
Henley said.
much lighter."
MSU varsity b asketball
She said some players will
p l ayers wear Nike's Air land unstably on their feet due
Ballistic hightops.
to fatigue, and cause injury.
Vanessa Gray, assist ant
E.W. Dennison, co-owner of
women's basketball coach , said De n nison-Hunt Sporting
the Lady Racers wear Reebok's Goods, said the leader in sales
Above-the-Rim hightops.
of hightops is Nike.
Both types shoe pump air
"Hightops are preventive and
around the ankle and gjve ex· they: give support to weak
tra support.
~ __....,._ ank les, ' 1 he said.
-

M~n

:W:Qm~n

Tretorn
Tretom
KSwiss
KSwiss
Keds

canvas
leather
canvas
leath er
canvas
leather

Keds

$23.95
$33.95
$27.95
$41.95
$19.95
$32.95.
$38.95

$27.95
$29.95
$44.95
$34.95

FOOD SERVICE HOURS

STARTING

.I

ltrr\==~~~:.:11!\
'Of
'e'
Sugar Cube

Monday- Friday 8 :30 a .m. - 3:30 p .m .

Stables
Monday - Friday 3 - 10 p .m .
Saturday 8c Sunday 1 - 10 p .m.

Pony Express
Sunday 6 - 10 p .m.
Monday-1bursday 10 a.m. - 10 p .m .
Friday 10 a .m . - 6 p.m.
saturday CLOSED

Fast Track
11 a.m. - 10 p.m.
7Days

Hart Deli
Monday-Friday 6:30 a .m. - 2:30 p .m .

'
~·~~

~~ ·

Winslow
Monday- Friday

Brealdast 6 :30 - 10 a .m.
Lunch 10:30 a.m. - 2 p .m .
Dinner 4 - 6:30 p .m .

....

·..

Sat. 8c Sun.
Brunch 10:30 a .m . - 1p.m .
Dinner 4 - 6 :30 p .m.

•

~

...

.•

Tug OWar
Tournament
Sept. 22
1 p.m.
Intram ural Field
6 person teams (male or female)
Call 3340 to register team by noon Sept. 20
$6/team with T-shtrts for winners
Refreshments will be served.

Alpha Phi

O~nega

All you can eat buffet
$4.50

THE PRINCE OF TIDES
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Wednesday Night Sept. 23
CURRIS CENTER THEATRE
3 :30 p.m., 7 p .m ., 9 :30 p.m.

RUSH WEEK ACTIVITIES:
Mon. Sept. 21- 7 p.m. 3rd floor Currls Center
Tues. Sept. 22- 7 p.m. 3rd floor Currls Cernter
Wed. Sept. 23- 7 p.m. Currls Center Game Room

ONLY

.!!£,q.

$16°

MSU ID
DON'T MISS IT!
WITH

!!SJ

Luncheon Special
$3.35 & up
Starting Sept. 14, open M ondays
LYD.ctl

506 N. 12th St .
Olympic Plaza
753-4653

Dally 11 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
Dinner
Sunday-Thursday 4:30-9 p.m~
Friday-Sat urday 4:30-10 p .m.

Together we CAN make a dltferencell

ALPHA TAU OMEGA

INTRODUCING

1991-~1992

PROTECT YOUR CAR AGAINST
RISING GRIME RATES

Congratulations to the 1992
Softball Team!
Trent Bates
Brian Thomas
Brian .wulnurth
Mati(,·W tiitaker
Matt Sti 1vle11
Ben Stilwell
Chad Angle· . .
,'

y'

.

~

Mike Gowen

~ ~~:Vi~~!~~~fu~ i

1:; ~1 Joey Hargroy!:

Layne(''M otz -.> ,· ·
~·. J Shawn
;~ ·'i Stephen Wawrin
~;%~!i

f

6yrtl111 ;

.y

Dirt,
pollution and the
elements are stealing from your car's finish.
back with the Showroom Lustre wash
process.

... :

HERE WE GO AGAIN!

Check out the Showroom Lustre wash process
now at

The Auto Laundry
11 02 Chestnut
753-1331

.. ..
•...
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SCOREBOARD
Murray State 38
Mls.oura.ROLLA 0
MSU
2
8
SEMO
0
0

FWulll of , . CllpiW s.nJc s.nt CrNic
In JaclcMJn, Mo., SEpt
12-13

lnterool~lafe

7
0

21
0

MSU Eln!sbtrl
8. Wlllam Sh.ldgi'MI

MSU - MllssourJ.Rolla's Courtney
penalized for Intentional grounding.
MSU - Bland, 4, Ml (LombaRI kick
failed).
MSU - Smith, 7, pasa from Lewis
(Lombard kick) •
MSU - Lewis, 1, run (lombard
kick).
MSU - Moaby, 6, run (Lombard
kick).
MSU • Patton, .U, run (Lombard
kick).

311

213
61209
34.8
2/17
2/49

Offensive Leaders
RUSHING • Murray State, Bland 100.
Patton 74, Lewis 60, Moaby 50,
McGowan 33, Cox 16, Sapp 14, Gann
12, Fisher 3, Perry 3
Rolla, !Courtney 19, Ilium 14,
Filley 12, Knapp 9, Hervy 8
PASSIHG - Murray State, Lewla 12-8·
1, 70, 1 TO, 22 long, Sacks 1-5.
Mosby 2.0-1, 0, 0 TO, sacks 0.
Rola , Cou1ney 30-15-2, 178, TO

.

o. 18 long, sacks 0,

Sophomore linebacker Martin
Diehl was not the only Racer
celebrating Saturday's victory. The shut-out was Murray's first since 1987.

Photo by JUD

4.5

6/28

The Lady Racers set a blazing pace for the season when they beat Tennessee State.

37.Prtoe CoaiMy
46. LMry Seal

182

181

8lJ
Mol"'-i
APSU
WIOJ
s. McMsuS...
8. Mluourt -St. Loula
1. Murray

818
820

8. ~

624

9. EIU
10. liTM

e36
840

611
813

614
815
818

11. 8EMCX

845

12 • 8t. Louis
13. DepU
14. Loyola

873
878
880

volleyball
MSU
WKU

Results of the Commonwealth
ChsJienge toumsmenf.

MSU
Evansville

15 15 15
5
4
8

15
6
9 15

15
13

MSU
Louisville

15
7

Individual LtOdars

ASSISTS • Murray State (30),
Denise Donnely 29, Stacy Geralds

1.

11
15

14
15

DIGS • Murray State (65), Sarah
Deatworth 12, Beth Blair 12, Mellsa
Webe18f 11, Sta::y Geralds 9, Arny
Rhodes 8, Oenlae Donnelly 8,

Renee Bailey 5.

lntcamura/s
PID L. .gut

!ndlyldual Leaders

KILLS • Murray State (36), Mellsa
·Webster 12, Sarah Dearworth 11,
Renee Bailey 4, Amy Rhodes 4,
Sta::y Geralds 3, Denise Domely 2.

1
15

Individual leaders

KILLS- Murray State (48), Flenee
Batley 17, Mellsa Webster 12,
Sarah Deatwol1h 11, Amt Rhodes 4,
Stacy Geralds 2, Denl" Donnelly 1,
Beth Blair 1.

KILLS • Murray Stale (26), Renee
Bailey 11, Sarah Dearworth 5,
MeDsa Webster 4, Arny Rhodes 4,

S1acy Geralds 2.

ASSISTS - Murray State {43),
Denise Donnely 40, Stacy Gtralda
2, Sanltl Oearwor1h 1.

ASSISTS - Murray State (25),

DIGS - Murray State (62)Mellaa
Webster 17, Stacy Geralds 10,
Denise Donnelly 9, Beth Blair 9,
Renee Bailey 7, Amy Rhodes 6,
Sanlh Dearworth 4.

DIGS • Murray State {38)Sarah
Oearworth 9, Mellaa Webster 7,
Stacy Gtfalda 7, Amy Rhodes ••
Beth Blair 4, Oenl" Donnelly 3,
Renee Baley 2, Tammy Elder 2.

Alpha Sigma Alpha
Alpha Gamma Delta
Slgrra Sigma Sigma
.Alpha Orricron PI
1'hMe Chi Della
Alpha Della PI
IFC

Denise Donnety 25.

Knapp 8-331-1,

28, TOO, long 15.
RECEIVING ·Murray StaiB, Han 22,
Bland 16, Smith 17, McGowan 13.
Rolla. Alverson 111, Howard 31,
KeMedy 26, Ilium 21, Sorensen 20,

1S1
158

1.
2.
3.
4.

18
22176
206
1813813
268
.3)

156

22. Chr1t INHaon
32. Evon Bock

loam Results

ROLLA
First Downs.................. 25
Rushes/ Yards........ S4l365
Passlng.....................70
CompJAtt./lnl...... 6/1412
Total Offenae..............435
Gain Per Play............. 6.4
Retum Yards................ 7T
Fumble8/Loat. ............ .2/0
Penalties/ Yards....... 11n8
Interceptions/ Yards ....3152
Punts/ Yards............ 41108
Average Per Punl .......27.0
Punt Retums/Yarda.....2125
Kick Retums/Yards... 6/65

152

19. BrWI Heneon

Fk'lley -3.

W L FT
2 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
1 1 0 0
0 1 1 0
0 2 0 0

LNQut

PI ~Alpha

W L FT
1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0

l.ai'nda Chi .Alpha
Sigma Chi

0 0 0 0
0000

.Alpha Tau Omega
Alpha Cllmna Rho
Sigma PW Epllon
Sigma PI

The numbers behind the action

CLASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS
Pike coaches, Thanks for
~I Youguysaregreatl

Love, The Sisters of Alpha
Omicron PI
To The Brothers of Sigma PI,
Thanks for an awesome safar1
mixer, we had fun I love, The
Sisters of Alpha Omicron PI

HEY GUYSI Alpha Sigma
Alpha's Softball Saturday Is
almost herel Get a team to·
gether and enter nowl Call
762-483-4 todayI
To The Brothers of PI Kappa
Alpha • Plgout was greatl
Coaches, you were awesomeI
Love, The Sisters of Alpha
Gamma Delta.
To the Beta Upsilon Pledge
Class- You all are doing an
AWESOME )obi Keep up the
good wOii<l Love, Kim, Shenette, and Shannon

Helma. Why don't Hugo to a
person who Is familiar with
current events eometlmel

ATTENTION JILL A., Your
cargosljpmentofbeautyproducts haa arrived at Wai-Marl
Please pickup soonl Sean F.

CUddles, Happy One Year
Anniversary!

I Love Youl

Poobear
Carol, You're an awesome
SAA advisor. Love, Generation X
Terry and Mary, Lefs go
square/slam dancing sometime. Leigh
"Hugo• Helms, Leam how to

spellI
T.A., Eventhoughwedlsagree
on the thick and thin, I'm glad
we're friends. Ussa

HELP WANTED

PERSONALS
T.A., You can have the key
anytlmelll But, of course, I'm
wiiUng to drtvelll
To the~ of Lambda Chi
Alpha and to the ASA ooaches
• We are V8fY excited llbout
Buat and can't waltl loY8, the
lades of Alpha Sigma Alpha
ASA Plgout coaches, Thanks
for an awesome time and all of
your enthuslaaml You were
greatI Love, the ladle8 of Alpha
Sigma Alpha.
KrlsUe, Great Parking Spot!
Love, Newsworthy and photogenic. P.S. We'llleavethtllght
on for you. Understand? No?
Neither do wei

close by. Lissa

The Brothers of Sigma Phi
Epsilon would like to thank
everyone who helped make their
1992 Fall Rush a great sue·
cess. You we,. a big helpll

Buford - may you live a long
and prosperous life.

Slg Epa, Your ruah was great.
We love you guysI .,_ Glrta"

V.B., Remember to watch
behind you I You never know,
there may be a sharp objed

• EARN EXTRA INCOME •
Eam $200-500 weekly mailIng travel brochures. For In-

formation send a

a~

ad-

dressed envelope to: ATW
Travel, Inc. P.O. Box 430780,
South Miami, Fl33143.

$200- $500 WEEKLY A$·
semble products at home.

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

College Travel, a naaonal
Spring Break Co., Is seeking
On-ca~Y1>US taJea repreeen&a·
lives, lndMduals, or orgarizatlona. High comrrilalon plua a
tree trip during your Spring
8teak. Call812·285-9467.

FOR SALE· Ray Ban Classic
Meeal· excelentcondltion, $35.
Console stereo, $25. Leave
l"'l9U8g9 at 762-6154.

Yeah, I could uae some help
with

Tandy Color~ll·$20
each. Please call 759-1 ()()()
and leave message on ma-

mea call.

chine.

mt claaaes. H anybody
wanta to do mt homewort<, give

Easyl Nosel!lng. You'repald
direct.
Fully Guaranteed.
FREE lnfonnallon-24 Hour
Hotline.
801-379-2900.
Copyright I KY13KDH

the claaetflecla
For only $1.

For Sale, Two green uphol·
ateredann-chalrs- $20 for both.
Record players • $10 each.

Wood clarfnet for sale • $225.
For more Information call 759-

GREEI<S & CLUBS

Busl1198$ Computer Instructor.
Part-time Instructor
needed Immediately to teach
Introductory courses In computer Information systems In a
local InstitUtion. Must have a
Bachelor's Degree, a Master's
Degree preferred. Must have

RAISE A COOL

'1000

IN JUST ONE WEEKI

PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHOCAU.SI
No obligatioo. No cost
You allo pta nEE

computer application experl·

ence. Send cover letter and

IIEADPBONI RADIO
jUIC b c:al1lllt
1-800-932-0528, ED. 65

resume to:

State Director,
Frank Alvey, 137 W. Walnut.
Lebanon, Kentuc;ky 40033-

4834.
Uaed fumlture, couches, bed,
desk, books, lamps, antiques,
Avon products, dlahes, jewelry.
Jane's AtUc, downtown on the

equ818.

ROOMMATES

RATES

State NewsWithMSUio: 1~:;r;::,ty::::::Msuro:~perword
With
per
Without MSU
per
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY

INDEX

Deadline...... Friday 2 p.m.

Ada may be mailed along with payment to:

FOR SALE
HS..PWANTED

Hours:· Monday and Wednesday 1-3 p.m.,
Friday 8:30-10:15 a.m.,Tuesday
and Thursday 2-4 p.m. Closed on weekends and
holidays.

Classlfleda Department,
The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

L08T.FOUNO
RIDES

MSU 10: 10.
word
ID: 1~
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.

word

For a 11m1ted tlxne. you can place a 10 word
classlfled tn the peraonala eectlon for only •11

Roommal8toshare2bedroom
duplex with female. $183 plus
hal. . . . C811753-9372aflar
5p.m.

1<459.

TheMurray

•tre••ed

Send a
frleP.d a
tenalon-breaktna mea.a,e in

PERSONALS
AOOt.HATES

BUSINESS
SERVICES

FOAREHT

MISC.
NOTICE

WANTED TO RENT· Mldtt&aged grad student, quiet. nonsmoker, no drugs, stralghL
Wam to rent room or share
apt. With separate bedroom for
half of rent and half of utilities.
Must contact 8IU before Oct. 1
762-.U78.

a!

FOR RENT

Mall Cash or Check to: 1be Murray State News,
Box 2609 Untveralty Station, MUJ'l'1lY, KY 42071

Spadous, Sbdrm, 2bth house
almost entlrelyfumlshedl
Calli 762·4483, ask for Kala.

or
Drop off at Room 111. WJleon Hall

•

LOCATED ACROSS FROM WILSON HALL

b?.~(solved

FOR CALL IN ORDERS
TELEPHONE: 753-3406

•

11om 71o 10:30 a.m.)

your own omelet- 3 items
• each odd. item .35
• (ham, bacon, sausage. onions. bell pepper
mushrooms. tomato. american. swiss. mozzarella cheese)

$3.00

• 2 eggs. bacon. sausage 01' hom wtth toast

$2.40
$2.00
$1.75
$1 .40
$1.50
$1.10
.95
.70
$1.55
$1.35
$1.20
.65

1 egg. bacon. sausage a hom wtth toast
, French toast. 3 sUces
Bacon. hom or sausage & egg on a blcult
• Country hom & egg on bicult
Country hom biscuit
Bacon, hom, or sausage biscuit
Egg on biscuit
Sausage. bacon or hom & egg croissant
Sausage. bacon or hom croissant
Egg croissant
Plah croissant
c heese on any croissant .10 exira
Biscuits & gravy
Biscuits & jelly

#1 Ch. .se Sub Swiss, American, Mozz. cheese. lettuce.
tomato. mayo
$2.60
#2 Dogwood
Bologna. salami. hom. american cheese
leHuce. tomato, mayo
$3.10
#3 The Meal
Bolgno, ham. turkey. salami. pepperoni.
american & swiss cheese.lettuce, tomato.
mayo
$3.25
#4 Gobbler
Turkey, swiss cheese lettuce. tomato, mayo
$3.15
#5 ltalllan
Hom. pepperoni, mozz. cheese, onion,
$3.25
lettuce. tomata.ltollon sauce
#6 Gambl4tr
Ham. turkey. swiss & american cheese,
lettuce. tomato, mayo
$3.15
17 Cow Patty Roast Beef, american & swiss cheese, onion.
mustard, lettuce, tomato. mayo
$3.15

ALL SUBS SERVED ON FRENCH ROLL WITH CHIPS
SPEAR CHOICE OF HOT OR COLD
CHEF SALAD
Choice of meats & cheese
DINNER SALAD Choice of 1 meat & 1 cheese

a PICKLE

·M

GARDEN SALAD

$3.10
$2.25
$1.75

.75

LUNCH (served from 10:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.)
Homemade chicken salad
• Homemade tuna salad
MNed on croillant with lettUce, tomato

a

.f:IJ
$1.50

6.LT.
1/31b. hamburger

$2.80
$2.80

Double hamburger
1/31b. cheeseburger
Double cheesebt.xger
Bacon

$2.10
$2.05
$2.85
$2.15
$2.95
$2.45

$1.00
$1.20
$1.00
$1.20
$1.20
$1.25
$1.25
.85
$1.00
$1.50

French fries
Cheese fries
Tatatots
Cheese tots
Onion rings
Deep fried mushrooms
Deep fried mzzorello sticks
Com dog
Chlps&dlp
Homemade chill In season
Coleslaw
Potato salad
PRINKS
Coffee
.f:IJ
Hot chocolate .60

l'v1ik

.75
.75

.f:IJ

7-UP
Diet Pepsi
Mountain Dew
Dr. Pepper
Brewed teo
Orange Juice
Homemade Lemonade

Smal

.65

Medkm.75

Iorge

.85

